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The Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute
The Institute’s location on the Cambridge Biomedical
Campus facilitates collaborations with Addenbrooke’s
Hospital and other Institutes and University of Cambridge
Departments on the site.
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Director’s Introduction

Professor Simon Tavaré

On 1 January 2013 we completed our
transfer to the University of Cambridge and
became a department within the School of
Clinical Medicine, and on 1 February I started
as Director of the Institute. Our integration
with the University is underway but is clearly
going to provide many opportunities for
engaging with engineering and the biological
and physical sciences in the development
of cross-disciplinary approaches to cancer
research.
We are currently in a period of transition, with
departures and new arrivals planned. This year
we said farewell to Adele Murrell, who has
moved to the University of Bath to become
a reader in the Department of Biology and
Biochemistry. Gill Murphy retired at the end of
the year, but is still providing some support to
the Cambridge Cancer Centre. Recruitment
for 10 to 15 new group leaders has started
and we are looking forward to welcoming
new research groups to the Institute in the
next 12 months.
We are delighted that Professor Greg Hannon
from the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
has accepted a position as a senior group
leader and will start in mid-2014. Greg has
been awarded a Royal Society Research
Professorship to support his research. The
Hannon lab bring expertise in the biology
of small RNAs, with a focus on the biology
of cancer cells, particularly in breast and
prostate cancer, and the biology of resistance
to cancer therapy. Dr Sarah Bohndiek has
accepted a junior group leader position to
be held jointly with Physics, where she is a
lecturer in Biomedical Physics. Her lab will
focus on developing new molecular imaging
techniques for use in pre-clinical models.
In early February 2014 we announced
that we have entered into a collaboration
with AstraZeneca to host up to 60 of their
scientists for up to three years, prior to their
new research headquarters opening in 2016.
This move will enable researchers from across
the Cambridge region to continue their
collaborations with AstraZeneca while they
move their research operations to Cambridge.
To accommodate our expanding research
population, we are developing the third floor
of the Institute, which has been unoccupied
until now. The work has been slightly delayed,

but will now begin in mid-August 2014, with
phase I completed by the end of the year
and phase II by March 2015. This project will
allow us to expand our computational biology
and bioinformatics capabilities as well as
provide some more much-needed office and
meeting room space. The other half of the
floor will provide laboratory space for new
investigators, and a home for our Innovation
Laboratory.
Many of our staff won prizes or awards
this year. Student successes are listed on
page 82 while among our postdocs Tiago
Rodrigues (Brindle lab) won the 2013 British
Chapter prize from the British Chapter of the
International Society of Magnetic Resonance
in Medicine at their annual meeting.
Shankar Balasubramanian won the 2014
Heatley Medal and Prize, awarded by
the Biochemical Society, for “his role in
developing novel high throughput sequence
methodologies that are having a profound
impact on medical and environmental
sciences”. He also won the Tetrahedron
Prize for Creativity in Organic Chemistry or
Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry and has
been awarded an ERC Advanced Grant.
Kevin Brindle was given the European Society
for Molecular Imaging Award 2013 at the
European Molecular Imaging Meeting in
Turin. Bruce Ponder was made an inaugural
fellow (one of 106) of the American Academy
of Cancer Research and has also been
awarded Cancer Research UK’s 2013 Lifetime
Achievement in Cancer Research Prize.
Nitzan Rosenfeld also won an award from
Cancer Research UK, the 2013 Future Leaders
in Cancer Research Prize, and has had further
success winning the 2013 British Association
of Cancer Research Translational Research
Award and an ERC Starting Grant. Duncan
Odom has been awarded the Royal Society’s
2014 Francis Crick Lecture, which he will give
in autumn 2014. Jason Carroll won the 2013
AACR Outstanding Investigator Award for
Breast Cancer Research, funded by Susan G.
Komen, and finally David Neal was awarded
a CBE in the 2014 New Year’s honours list for
services to surgery.
Carlos Caldas and Kevin Brindle had
successful quinquennial reviews, and were
both rated as outstanding by the review panel.
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The Institute retreat on 24–25 October
was well attended by most of the scientific
advisory board, with talks from new members
Scott Fraser (USC) and Frank McCormick
(UCSF). Scott Fraser is director of the
Translational Imaging Center at the University
of Southern California, where he works on
developing imaging techniques to study early
development, organogenesis and medical
diagnostics. Frank McCormick has just
stepped down as director of the Helen Diller
Family Comprehensive Cancer Center at the
University of California, San Francisco, and
is now spearheading the focus on the Ras
protein as a project leader and consultant to
the Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer
Research.
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We held another successful symposium
on ‘Unanswered Questions in Cancer
Metabolism’, on 8 and 9 November 2013. It
was our best-attended symposium yet, with
over 240 participants, who enjoyed a packed
programme of talks and discussion. More
details are on page 75.
I will conclude by thanking everyone for
their support during my first year as director,
particularly during the six months I spent
recovering from a knee replacement
operation. I am proud of our successes, our
scientists, our core facilities, our staff and
our collegial research environment. Exciting
developments are underway in the Institute!

Research
Groups

The CRUK CI’s laboratories undertake
research in four main areas:
1. Basic research into the cellular and molecular biology of
cancer.
2. Research in molecular imaging, genomics,
bioinformatics and biomolecular modelling.
3. Research focussed on specific cancer sites, which form
a bridge between laboratory and clinic.
4. Clinical investigations including experimental medicine
based clinical studies, conducted jointly with the
University of Cambridge and National Health Service
(NHS) clinical departments.
Research Groups  7

Chemical Biology of Nucleic Acids
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/shankarbalasubramanian

Recent advances in understanding nucleic acid function
have shown that alternative secondary structures and
the chemical modification of nucleotide bases have
key regulatory roles in diverse cellular processes, from
transcription and translation to cell division and genome
stability.
Group Leader

Shankar
Balasubramanian
Associate Scientist
David Tannahill
Postdoctoral Scientists
Dario Beraldi
Sarah Field
Robert Hänsel-Hertsch
Enid Lam
Giovanni Marsico
Keith McLuckie†
Graduate Students
Giulia Biffi
Stefanie Lensing
Debbie Sanders
Visiting Workers
Vicki Chambers
Marco Di Antonio
Mike Gormally

Genetic information is carried not only by
the sequence of nucleic acids, but also
their secondary structures and chemical
modifications. For example, guanine-rich
sequences can form stable four‑stranded
structures called G-quadruplexes (G4s),
while certain cytosine bases in DNA can
become methylated. We hypothesise that
such alternative structures, or chemical
modifications, have critical functions in
normal cells and cancer. By identifying
where base modifications and G4 structures
are located in the cancer cell genome,
and through the application of synthetic
small molecules that selectively target
G4 structures, we aim to understand the
oncogenic process and develop novel
approaches for potential use in treatment and
diagnosis of cancer. We are also exploring
new strategies to target the DNA binding
activity of FOXM1, a key cancer-related
transcription factor involved in cell cycle
control.
G-quadruplexes
In guanine (G)-rich regions, G bases can
adopt stable arrangements to form fourstranded G4 structures comprising stacked
G-tetrads (Figure 1). Sequences with potential
to fold into a G4 structure are common in
the human genome and many are found
in cancer-related genes such as KIT, RAS
and SRC. G4s are implicated in biological
processes ranging from chromosome stability
to the regulation of gene transcription,
and we seek to understand their biological
function and validity as drug targets.

Figure 1
G4 formation mediated by
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding
between four guanines and
co-ordinated by a central metal
cation (left). Stacked G-tetrads
in an intramolecular G4 (right)
(see Balasubramanian et al, Nat
Rev Drug Discovery 2011; 10:
261).
joined in 2013

*

left in 2013

†
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We are identifying where in the genome
G4s form and their regulation in cancer
phenotypes. By synthesising small chemical
probes and engineering antibodies to
recognise G4 structures with high specificity
and affinity, we have visualised G4 formation
G4 in the nuclei of cancer cells (Figure 2).
Using chromatin immunoprecipitation and
next‑generation sequencing (ChIP-Seq), we
have localised G4 structures genome-wide
in human DNA and shown that expression of
G4-containing genes is modulated by small
molecule ligands. Indeed, our G4-binding
small molecule, pyridostatin (PDS), imparts
growth arrest of human cancer cells through
the activation of a DNA damage response in
which sites of DNA damage localise to several
oncogenes, including SRC (Figure 2). PDS
causes down-regulation of SRC expression
and inhibition of SRC-mediated cellular
motility. Furthermore, we have found that
G4 DNA is a molecular target for synthetic
lethality of cancer cells since PDS acts
synergistically when DNA repair pathways are
inhibited or mutated. This work provides a
novel framework for defining functional drugDNA interactions and their potential use in
cancer therapies.
During cell division, chromosome ends
(telomeres) are protected from damage by
recruitment of a protective protein complex
called shelterin. Telomeres can form stable
G4 structures in vitro and we have now
used our antibody probe to demonstrate
their presence at telomeres and across the
genome in human cancer chromosomes
(Figure 3). As 85% of primary tumours
show increased expression of the telomere
maintenance enzyme telomerase, targeting
telomeres may lead to cancer cell death.
We have found that PDS treatment releases
shelterin from telomeres leading to DNA
damage and cell death. Telomeres are also
known to be actively transcribed into a G4containing telomeric RNA called TERRA.

Figure 2 (left)
The G4 stabilising ligand,
pyridostatin, leads to DNA
damage at oncogenes including
SRC. SRC gene structure is
shown below (black). The sites
of DNA damage, indicated by
the γH2AX marker, before (Unt)
and after pyridostatin treatment
(1) are shown above. Predicted
G4 sequences (PQS) in the SRC
gene are indicated in purple
(see Rodriguez et al., Nature
Chem Biol. 2012; 8: 301).
Figure 3 (right)
Detection of G4 structures
(red) in the nuclei (circles) of
breast cancer cells using an
engineered structure-specific
antibody before (A) and after (B)
stabilisation with pyridostatin.
C) Detection of G4 structures
(red) in breast cancer
metaphase chromosomes
(blue), the arrow indicates
localisation to the telomere.

While TERRA forms stable G4s in vitro, it is
not known whether this holds true in vivo.
We have now demonstrated that shelterin
proteins bind to TERRA via the G4 structure,
and we are aiming to understand how this
influences telomere function.
Predicted G4 structures are common in
RNA, and their position suggests they have
key roles in RNA biology. We have shown
in vitro that a conserved G4 motif in the
NRAS oncogene 5’-UTR modulates protein
translation, and can be targeted by small
molecule ligands. Despite this, the functional
relevance of G4 structures is not known in
vivo, nor whether G4 structures normally
form in RNA. Recently, using our antibody
probes, we have provided evidence for the
presence of RNA G4s in the cell cytoplasm.
We have also used a ‘click-chemistry’
procedure to synthesise small molecules
that are selective for RNA over DNA G4s and
used these in cells to selectively stabilise
cytoplasmic RNA G4s. We are now using
such chemical biology tools, together with
genome-wide approaches, to identify and
map RNA G4s within the transcriptome and
to understand their roles in RNA biology in
cancer cells.
Epigenetics and Modified Bases
Chemical modifications to DNA bases
can affect the activity of genes. These
epigenetic marks switch genes on and off
in and the modified base 5-methylcytosine
(5mC) is well known as to regulate
transcription. Three further modified
bases, 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC),
5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine
have been found in the mammalian genome
and are thought to arise from 5mC through
the action of hydroxylases such as the TET
family. Evidence is emerging that cancer cells
have altered epigenetic profiles, though the

Figure 4
Oxidative bisulfite sequencing
of 5mC and 5hmC. By oxidising
5hmC to 5fC followed by
bisulfite treatment, C and
5hmC are read as T while 5mC
is read as C. Without oxidation
mC and 5hmC are read as C
following bisulfite treatment,
thus 5mC can be determined
by subtraction (see Booth et al.,
Nat Protoc. 2013; 8: 1841)

function of these modifications in normal
biology and their role in disease is not
fully understood. We are developing tools
to locate and study the function of these
modified bases in genomic technologies and
have invented oxidative bisulfite sequencing
to quantitatively sequence 5mC and 5hmC
at single-base resolution (Figure 4) . We are
now focusing on the identification, mapping
and elucidation of their biological function in
normal and disease cells.
FOXM1
As cancer cells have abnormal gene
expression profiles, transcription factors
represent an attractive target for intervention.
We are exploring if transcription factors can
be targeted by small molecules. Historically,
successful drug design for such proteins
has been limited as their surfaces tend to be
hydrophobic and unremarkable, providing few
druggable regions. However, as direct DNAprotein contacts are made when DNA binding
domains (DBDs) associate with DNA, small
molecules that disrupt this interaction may be
promising. We now have proof-of-concept of
this concept for FOXM1, a master cell cycle
regulator implicated in oncogenesis. We have
shown that the natural product thiostrepton
binds to the FOXM1 DBD causing the
genome-wide dissociation of the transcription
factor from DNA in breast cancer cells. We
have also found that the estrogen receptor
(ERα) and FOXM1 bind simultaneously at
genomic sites and that FOXM1 regulates
ERα transcriptional activity through the
co-activator, CARM1. Furthermore, FOXM1
inhibition using thiostrepton has uncovered of
a set of FOXM1-regulated genes that correlate
with patient outcome in clinical breast
cancers. This demonstrates the potential
druggability of an important regulatory
mechanism and paves the way for the design
of more potent and selective agents that
target FOXM1 and other transcription factors.
Publications listed on page 60
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Functional Genomics of Ovarian
Cancer
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/jamesbrenton

Our laboratory focuses on discovering improved
treatments for epithelial ovarian cancer using laboratory
and clinical studies.

Group Leader

James Brenton
Clinical PhD Student
Ioannis Gounaris
Clinical Fellow
Filipe Correia Martins
Graduate Students
Gayathri Chandrasekaran (with
F Gergely)
Ian Goldlust*
Douglas Hall*
Elke Van Oudenhove
Siru Virtanen (with J Stingl)
Mareike Wiedmann
Principal Scientific Officer
Jian Xian
Scientific Officer
Anna Piskorz
Senior Scientific Officer
Maria Vias
Visiting Workers
Cynthia Barbara
Heather Biggs
Susannah Cooke
Claire Dawson
Merche Jimenez-Linan
Christine Parkinson
Charlotte Sutherell

Ovarian cancer has a high healthcare burden
because of low cure rates and frequent
recurrent disease that causes significant
symptoms for patients. This is despite the
fact that ovarian cancer is initially sensitive to
systemic treatments and most patients are
free of disease after completing initial surgery
and chemotherapy. The fundamental problem
that we are addressing is to understand how
ovarian cancer cells escape initial treatment
and the molecular mechanisms by which
they acquire resistance to further therapy.
Using genomic and functional studies we are
identifying new biomarkers and treatment
targets for testing in clinical trials.
Genomic studies of chemotherapy response
in vivo
To identify genetic alterations that are
selected for during the acquisition of drug
resistance we are carrying out prospective
clinical studies that collect cancer samples
before and during neoadjuvant treatment.
Our initial studies have focused on the
drugs carboplatin and paclitaxel as these
are the most important therapies in ovarian
cancer. By using expression analysis and
bioinformatics methods that have been
developed to model the acquisition of
resistance, we have identified clinically
relevant biomarkers that overlap with
independently identified genes from RNA
interference screens (Swanton et al., Cancer
Cell 2007; 11: 498).
Our studies depend upon having
homogeneous patient cohorts with
similar clinical characteristics. However,
response to treatment in tumour masses
can be heterogeneous and mixed response
frequently occurs at different anatomical sites.
For example, primary ovarian masses may
respond better than peritoneal metastases.
This differential response may be a result of
variable blood supply and hypoxia that limits
delivery and efficacy of chemotherapy.

joined in 2013

*

left in 2013

†

We have confirmed these observations using
functional magnetic resonance imaging for
perfusion (Sala et al., Eur Radiol 2010; 20:
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491) and diffusion and are now using imaging
data to target the collection of tissues from
responding and non-responding areas. This will
allow us to calibrate genomic profiles more
precisely and to better identify the molecular
determinants of resistance. High throughput
sequencing with Illumina technologies is being
used to quantitate expression and genomic
changes and to identify novel fusion transcripts
and mutations (Figure 1).
Differential sensitivity to paclitaxel as
compared to carboplatin may depend on
cellular pathways involved in maintaining
chromosomal stability (CIN). To ask whether
this may be clinically relevant we have
tested surrogate expression markers of CIN
in samples from a prospective neoadjuvant
study and have shown that high measures
of CIN predict resistance to paclitaxel and
increased sensitivity to carboplatin (Swanton
et al., PNAS 2009; 106: 8671) (Figure 2). Thus,
measuring CIN pre-treatment may optimise
choice of treatment for patients.
The key oncogenic and tumour suppressor
genes for high-grade ovarian serous
carcinoma have not been identified as
this type of tumour has high rates of
genomic instability, where many of the
described alterations may be passenger
mutations. Numerous studies have tested
the association between TP53 mutations
in ovarian cancer and prognosis but these
have been consistently confounded by
limitations in study design, methodology and/
or heterogeneity in the sample cohort. To
identify the true prevalence of TP53 mutations
in high-grade pelvic serous carcinoma, we
sequenced exons 2–11 and intron-exon
boundaries in tumour DNA from 145 patients
with invasive serous carcinoma of the ovary,
fallopian tube and primary peritoneal cancer.
Surprisingly, pathogenic TP53 mutations were
identified in 97% (n = 119/123) of HGS cases
(Ahmed et al., J Pathol 2010; 221: 49). This
is the first comprehensive mapping of TP53
mutation rate in a homogeneous group of
high-grade pelvic carcinoma patients and
shows that mutant TP53 is a driver mutation

A
Log2 Ratio

and RHO signalling pathways. Extracellular
matrix proteins have been implicated in the
acquisition of drug resistance in ovarian
cancer although the mechanism by which
this is achieved is unclear. Loss of TGFBI
induces resistance by altering microtubules
which are the direct pharmacodynamic
target of paclitaxel. This work shows that the
effects of ECM proteins on drug resistance
may be very specific to particular cytotoxic
treatments. As 30% of ovarian cancers do
not express TGFBI, it may be an important
biomarker for paclitaxel response.

Allele frequency

B

C
Copy number

Position on chromosome

in the pathogenesis of HGS cancers.
Mechanisms of taxane resistance and the
role of extracellular matrix
Taxanes, such as paclitaxel, interfere with the
dynamic growth of microtubules by directly
binding to them, leading to mitotic arrest
and apoptosis. Paclitaxel is widely used to
treat ovarian and breast cancers but drug
resistance limits its clinical usefulness to only
half of patients who receive it.
Alterations in the ratio of tubulin isoforms or
mutations in tubulin can alter microtubule
stability and sensitivity to taxane drugs.
By studying cell line models of taxane
resistance along with clinical samples we
have recently shown that loss of the ECM
protein, transforming growth factor beta
induced (TGFBI), was sufficient to induce
paclitaxel resistance in cells and ovarian
cancer tissues (Ahmed et al., Cancer Cell
2007; 12: 514). We have also shown that
TGFBI induces microtubule stabilisation that
is dependent upon integrin-mediated FAK

Publications listed on page 60
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Figure 2
Expression of CIN70 genes
determines sensitivity to
paclitaxel and carboplatin. The
figure contrasts basal median
gene expression for each
CIN70 gene in tumours with
differing responses to paclitaxel
and carboplatin. Paclitaxelresistant tumours exhibited a
higher median log‑intensity of
the CIN70 signature compared
with paclitaxel-sensitive
tumours (P=0.043). CIN70
gene expression differed
signiﬁcantly between tumours
subsequently resistant to
paclitaxel and tumours resistant
to carboplatin (P=0.044;
Student 2-sided t-test).

Current projects are characterising how
TGFBI interacts with integrins and other
cell surface receptors and how this may be
modulated therapeutically. It is now clear
that TGFBI exerts its effects specifically
through beta-3 integrins but is also coregulated, and interacts with, other ECM
proteins implicated in drug resistance. To
identify the downstream pathways from FAK
and RHO that alter microtubule stability, we
have generated knock-out somatic cell lines
using homologous recombination. These
knock-out models have provided a powerful
system to identify microtubule associated
proteins responsible for effects on paclitaxel
resistance. As TGFBI has complex roles in
organising interactions between cells and
ECM, we have studied its function in early
development in Xenopus to identify how it
may affect cell migration. Both loss and gain
of function experiments have shown that
TGFBI is required for somite development in
Xenopus.
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Figure 1
High-resolution array CGH
analysis of ovarian tumours.
The Illumina 1M SNP array gives
(A) Copy number data and
(B) SNP allele calls. Applying
the QuantiSNP segmentation
algorithm provides (C) copy
number calls. Blue, four copies;
Green, three copies; Yellow,
one copy. We are using this
along with high-throughput
sequencing data to characterise
ovarian tumour heterogeneity
and evolution towards
chemotherapy resistant disease.
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Molecular Imaging of Cancer
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/kevinbrindle

The aim of our laboratory is to develop imaging methods
that can be used in the clinic to detect early tumour
responses to treatment.

Group Leader

Kevin Brindle
Associate Scientists
André Neves
Alan Wright*
Clinical Fellows
Thomas Booth†
Zoltan Szucs
Clinician Scientist
Ferdia Gallagher
Graduate Students
Piotr Dzien
Joe Chin-Hun Kuo
Eva Serrao
Havva Yalinca*
Postdoctoral Scientists
Kathrin Heinzmann
Richard Mair
Tiago Rodrigues
Esther Rodriguez
Principal Scientific Officers
De-En Hu
David Lewis
Scientific Officers
Paula D’Santos-Ruurs
Liz Mannion
Sarah McGuire
Helen Sladen
Senior Staff Scientist
Dmitry Soloviev
Staff Scientists
Mikko Kettunen†
Scott Lyons
Visiting Workers
Robert Bielik
Sandra Fulton
Robin Hesketh
Marta Lai
Tim Larkin
Irene Marco Rius
Stephen (Peter) Patrick
Kerstin Timm
Yelena Wainman
Tom Whittaker

joined in 2013

*

left in 2013

†

The primary focus of our work is early
detection of treatment response with the aim
of developing imaging methods that could
be used in early phase clinical trials to get an
indication of drug efficacy, and subsequently
in the clinic to guide treatment in individual
patients (Brindle, Nat Rev Cancer 2008;
8: 1). We have also started to work on the
more challenging problem of early detection
and the development of imaging methods
that potentially could be used for patient
screening.
Imaging metabolism with hyperpolarised
13
C-labelled cell substrates
MRI gives excellent images of soft tissues,
such as tumours. The technique works by
imaging the distribution and MR properties of
tissue water protons, which are very abundant
(60–70 M in tissues). However, we can also
use MR to detect metabolites in vivo. The
problem is that these molecules are present
at ~10,000× lower concentration than the
protons in tissue water, which makes them
hard to detect and almost impossible to
image, except at very low resolution. We
have been collaborating with GE Healthcare
in the development of a technique, termed
‘hyperpolarisation’, that increases sensitivity in
the MRI experiment by more than 10,000×.
With this technique we inject a hyperpolarised
13
C-labelled molecule and now have sufficient
sensitivity to image its distribution in the
body and the distribution of the metabolites
produced from it.
Previously we had shown we can detect
early response to chemotherapeutic drugs
by monitoring decreased tumour utilization
of one cell metabolite, pyruvate, and then
detect subsequent cell death by watching
the increased metabolism of another
metabolite, fumarate. We are taking these
forward in a clinical trial, which is due to
start in 2014, to detect treatment response
in lymphoma, glioma and breast cancer
patients. A clinical device for hyperpolarising
13
C-labelled pyruvate and fumarate was
installed in the Department of Radiology
in Addenbrooke’s Hospital earlier this year.
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Detecting treatment response through the
decrease in hyperpolarised 13C label exchange
between injected pyruvate and endogenous
lactate is analogous to monitoring response
through measurements of the decrease
in 18fluorodeoxyglucose (18FDG) uptake
using Positron Emission Tomography
(PET), and indeed we have compared
these two methods directly. However, both
methods only probe three steps in the
glycolytic pathway, which is responsible
for the metabolism of glucose to lactate
and which is often highly up-regulated in
tumour cells. These three steps are vascular
delivery, plasma membrane transport (via
the glucose transporters) and hexokinase
activity, in the case of 18FDG; and vascular
delivery, plasma membrane transport (via
the monocarboxylate transporters) and
lactate dehydrogenase activity, in the case
of hyperpolarized [1-13C]pyruvate. Both
the enzymes and the transporters are upregulated in tumour cells. We have shown
that by using a spin echo experiment that we
can monitor the extravasation and tumour
cell uptake of hyperpolarised [1-13C]lactate
and pyruvate (Kettunen et al., Magn. Reson.
Med. 2013; 70: 1200).
A potentially better way to detect response
would be to monitor flux through the entire
pathway, from glucose to lactate. However, a
drawback of the hyperpolarisation technique
is that the polarization is relatively short-lived
and hitherto we thought that it would not
survive passage of the 13C label between
glucose and lactate. We have now shown that
deuteration of the molecule ([U-2H, U-13C]
glucose) extends the lifetime sufficiently that
we can detect flux of 13C label through all
10 steps of the glycolytic pathway between
glucose and lactate (see Figure 1). Moreover,
this flux is substantially decreased in
lymphoma tumours 24 h after chemotherapy
(Rodrigues et al., Nat Med. 2014; 20: 93). We
also have some preliminary data showing that
we can detect flux of label into the pentose
phosphate pathway and therefore the
capacity of the tumour cells to resist oxidative
stress. The ability of certain cancer cells to

Figure 1
The 1H reference image is a
conventional image of tissue
water protons and shows the
tumour (outlined in white). The
13
C chemical shift images were
acquired following i.v. injection
of hyperpolarised [U-2H, U-13C]
glucose and show glucose
in the abdomen, however
lactate is only present within
the tumour, reflecting the high
rate of tumour glycolysis and
the accumulation of lactate.
The images are effectively
demonstrate the ‘Warburg
effect’. The urea image shows
non-polarised urea in an
adjacent tube, which was used
as a standard.
From: Rodrigues et al., Nat Med
2014; 20: 93

resist oxidative stress has been correlated with
aggressiveness and drug resistance.
To combat the short lifetime of the
polarization we have been examining the
possibility of ‘parking’ the polarization in a
longer-lived so-called singlet state. Although
we have successfully generated this state
and observed it in vivo we have yet to
demonstrate a significant benefit from doing
this (Marco-Rius et al., NMR Biomed 2013; 26:
1696). Polarisation is lost primarily through
cross-relaxation between the hyperpolarised
13
C spins in the labelled molecule and protons
in either the molecule itself or in solvent
water. We have demonstrated that cross
relaxation with water protons could provide
a method for tracking, in a proton image
of the body, the passage of a bolus of the
labelled material (Marco-Rius et al., Contrast
Media Mol. Imag. 2014; In press). The method
avoids sampling and thus destroying the 13C
polarisation and turns the inevitable loss of
polarisation due to cross relaxation into a
useful signal.

of a novel method for assessing tumour
glycosylation state, in which sugar analogues
are incorporated metabolically by tumour
cells in vivo and detected subsequently by
a highly selective chemical reaction (‘click
chemistry’) with an imaging probe (Neves et
al., Bioconjug. Chem. 2013; 24: 934 (cover
article); Stairs et al., Chembiochem 2013; 14:
1063; Wainman et al., Org. Biomol. Chem.
2013; 11: 7297). We are currently examining
whether this method can be used to assess
the metastatic potential of tumours.
We will continue development of a targeted
radionuclide and fluorophore-labelled
imaging agent for detecting cell death, with
a view to commercial development in the
preclinical arena and also translation to the
clinic. We will continue with the development
and application of new hyperpolarised 13C
labelled metabolic tracers and expect to do
the first clinical studies with pyruvate in the
Department of Radiology in late 2014.
Publications listed on page 61

Future directions
Aberrant glycosylation is a hallmark of
cancer. We will continue development
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We have redefined breast cancer as a constellation of
10 genomic driver-based subtypes. This new molecular
taxonomy of breast cancer will now be translated
into the clinic in stratification, tumour monitoring and
therapy studies. In parallel we will continue to develop
models to characterize the biology of these subtypes.
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Translational breast cancer genomics:
applications of molecular profiling in
prognosis, prediction and novel therapeutics
The genomic landscapes of breast cancer
are dominated by somatic copy number
alterations (CNAs), which further supports
the significance of the novel molecular
taxonomy of breast cancer. We have
completed the targeted sequencing at
250-500x depth of 180 genes in all 2,000
cases (and an additional 500) used for the
discovery of the 10 integrative clustering
subtypes. This reveals distinct patterns of
SNVs (single nucleotide variants) across the
10 integrative clusters (Figure 1). We are now
integrating the CNA, SNV and expression data
to identify all the drivers across the subtypes.
We will also define the patterns of pathway
disruption, clonal architecture and clinical
correlation. Our aim is to define a minimal
set of features that can be used to generate
a simple molecular test, ideally performed
using routinely collected paraffin-embedded
tumour blocks, that can be used prospectively
to assign any new tumour to one of the
subtypes and identify the driver mutations of
the particular tumour. This test can be used
for stratification, to design patient-specific
tumour monitoring, and ultimately to assign
the best therapy to the particular patient.
We have also conducted seminal studies in
metastatic breast cancer that have shown that
cell-free circulating tumour DNA (ctDNA) in
plasma is a better tumour burden biomarker
than circulating tumour cells (CTCs). Rises
in ctDNA often precede radiological tumour
progression by a few months, the dynamic
range of ctDNA is several-fold better than
CTCs, and the ability to quantify different
mutations affords the possibility of noninvasive clonal tracking. In patients with
high tumour burden cancer exomes can
be directly sequenced in ctDNA in plasma
and provide a true liquid biopsy to identify
mutations associated with resistance. We
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are now studying several cases for which
we have ctDNA, primary and metastatic
tumour biopsies, to characterize the clonal
architecture in these unique samples. We
have also pilot data that shows promise
for ctDNA as an early response biomarker
in neoadjuvant therapy and plan to start
studies looking at its value as an early relapse
biomarker.
We have continued our collaborative efforts
to develop image analyses algorithms adapted
from astronomy to robustly classify tumour
cells, lymphocytes and stromal cells in
histological sections of primary human breast
cancers. Once this is done individual cells can
be treated as objects and both homotypic and
heterotypic spatial correlations characterized
and integrated with other pathological,
biological or clinical features (Figure 2).
Our aim is to use these spatial correlations
as potential classifiers with prognostic and
predictive value. We are also exploring imageprocessing algorithms to analyse higher-level
architectural features as new descriptors of
different breast cancer subtypes.
We have used our unique tissue microarray
(TMA) resource to look at the association
between T-cell infiltration and breast cancer
survival in 12,439 patients. This has shown
that the presence of CD8+ T-cells in breast
cancer is associated with a significant
reduction in the relative risk of death from
the disease in both the ER-negative and the
ER-positive HER2-positive subtypes. We have
also conducted the largest study of AR as a
prognostic marker in breast cancer.
Collaborators: Sam Aparicio (University
of British Columbia), Simon Tavaré, Jason
Carroll and Florian Markowetz (CRUK CI), Paul
Pharoah (Strangeways Research Laboratory),
Mike Irwin and Nick Walton (Institute of
Astronomy), Richard Baird and Helena Earl
(Department of Oncology).
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Figure 1
Word clouds illustrating the
distributions of mutations in
178 genes in four Integrative
Clusters (IntClusts) enriched
for ER positive tumours. In
each panel, the size of each
word corresponds to the
relative frequency of mutations
observed in a given gene for
that IntClust.

PRR16

Functional breast cancer genomics:
characterising tumour initiating/cancer stem
cells in breast cancer subtypes
We have generated a collection of patientderived tumour xenografts (PDTXs), and
have imported others from collaborators,
aiming at having a representation of the 10
breast cancer subtypes. All of these PDTXs
are being extensively characterized with
whole genome/whole exome sequencing,
expression profiling, miRNA profiling and
whole genome/reduced-representation
bisulfite sequencing. Importantly for all the

models generated we have matched normal
DNA, and the originating primary tumour
or metastasis where a similar molecular
profiling is performed. We have now
optimised protocols to derive viable singlecell suspensions from each xenograft, which
we designate as patient-derived tumour cells
(PDTCs). These PDTCs can be used 24 hours
after collection for in vitro perturbation (TGFβ
exposure, miRNA over-expression, shRNA or
RNAi), but crucially also for high-throughput
in vitro drug screening. In collaboration with
the Sanger Institute we have now conducted
pilot experiments screening around 100
compounds in 17 distinct PDTCs, establishing
proof of principle that eventually we will be
able to completely replace existing cell lines
for these experiments. Our aim is to correlate
the drug responses/resistance with the
molecular profiles of the PDTCs/PDTXs and
hence identify novel predictive biomarkers for
translational use.
Collaborators: John Stingl (CRUK CI), Sam
Aparicio (University of British Columbia),
Mathew Garnett and Ultan McDermott
(Sanger Institute).
Publications listed on page 61, software
packages listed on page 71.

Figure 2
Astronomical image-processing
deciphers morphological
complexity. Diagram
illustrating the process by
which spatial correlations are
estimated between classified
cells. Top panel: A standard
histopathological image
(left) is subjected to imageprocessing including detection
and classification of cell
nuclei utilising a pathologisttrained dataset and k-nearestneighbour classifier (right). The
positions of cells classified
as cancer cells (red), stromal
cells (beige) and lymphocytes
(green) are used to estimate
auto-correlation (relationship
of each cell type to cells of the
same cell type) and crosscorrelation (relationship of
different cell types to each
other). Bottom panel: Line
plots depict the pattern of
these correlations according
to the pixel-distance from
each detected cell. Statistics
for calculating correlations
are borrowed directly from
astronomical applications.
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Nuclear Receptor Transcription
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/jasoncarroll
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We are interested in defining the genomic and
molecular features of oestrogen receptor (ER)-mediated
transcription in breast cancer cells. We are specifically
interested in understanding how these events and the
machinery involved cause breast cancer cells to grow.
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Oestrogen receptor is the defining feature
of luminal breast cancers, where it functions
as a transcription factor to induce cell cycle
progression. ER is also the target of most
endocrine therapies, including tamoxifen
and aromatase inhibitors, which are effective
treatments. However, some women can
develop resistance to these drugs and in
many cases, ER simply gets switched back
on again, despite the presence of the drug.
ER transcriptional activity requires a number
of co-factors and co-operating transcription
factors that possess enzymatic activity to
alter chromatin structure, the outcome of
which determines transcriptional activity.
It is currently known that a number of ER
co-factors can either assist in transcription
(including SRC-1 and AIB-1) or are involved
in gene repression by tamoxifen (including
N-CoR and SMRT).
In addition, it is now known that ER requires
proteins called pioneer factors to be able to
maintain its association with DNA. Two of
these proteins are FoxA1 and GATA3. FoxA1
is required for all ER-DNA interactions and in
the absence of FoxA1, ER does not associate
with DNA, switch genes on or cause cells to
grow. Importantly, FoxA1 is also required for
growth of cells that have acquired resistance
to standard therapies, such as tamoxifen.
Therefore, FoxA1 constitutes an attractive
drug target for women with drug resistant
breast cancer. Recent discoveries show
that both GATA3 and FoxA1 are mutated in
a significant fraction of women with breast
cancer, but we do not currently know what
the functional consequences of these
changes are.
Characterisation of the role of GATA3 in ER
biology
We are interested in identifying and
characterising the role of the putative pioneer
factor GATA3 in regulating ER activity. Using
transcription factor mapping techniques
(ChIP-seq), we have identified all the GATA3
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binding events in a breast cancer cell line.
This reveals high overlap with ER, supporting
the hypothesis that GATA3 is intimately
involved in ER function. For the first time,
we have specifically removed GATA3 and
assessed the impact on ER function in breast
cancer cells. Unlike FoxA1, which is required
for all ER-DNA interactions, we find that
loss of GATA3 results in inhibition of some
ER binding events, and also results in the
reprogramming of novel ER binding events
not normally seen in the presence of GATA3.
These new ER-DNA interaction regions only
observed in the absence of GATA3 correlate
with changes in the genes that are regulated
by ER, showing that the novel ER binding
events are functionally relevant for breast
cancer cells. Since GATA3 is mutated in more
than 10% of all breast cancers, we believe
that alterations in GATA3 sequence fidelity
may be impacting ER binding capacity and
the target genes that are regulated by ER. We
are currently exploring what specific impact
GATA3 mutations have on breast cancer cell
growth and drug response.
Genomic analysis of ER function in primary
breast cancer
All ER genomic studies to date have been
limited to breast cancer cell line models, yet
they have revealed extraordinary features
about ER biology. We have now been able to
extend genomic transcription factor mapping
experiments into frozen primary breast
cancer samples, by performing ER ChIPsequencing in luminal breast cancer material.
The data confirm that ER ChIP-seq can be
performed in primary breast cancer samples
and that the ER binding events accurately
represent the binding sites in the cell lines.
However, there are significant numbers
of ER binding events that are acquired in
tumours with a poor clinical outcome and
in metastatic material that originated from
an ER positive breast cancer. The novel ER
binding events correlate with genes that
have predictive value in independent breast

Figure 1
A collaboration between the
Carroll and Neal laboratories
has provided insight into how
the male protein androgen
receptor (AR) functions in
breast cancer. Protein-DNA
mapping experiments showed
that in breast cancer cells,
androgen receptor behaves
less like it does in prostate
cancer and instead it mimics
the oestrogen receptor (ER).
The data show a region of a
chromosome and the binding
sites of AR in the breast (purple)
and prostate cancer (blue)
contexts and ER in the breast
cancer cells (red).

Androgen receptor
in breast

Estrogen receptor
in breast

Androgen receptor
in prostate

cancer cohorts. We can model these events
using drug sensitive or resistant cell line
models, where ER binding events are dynamic
and can be reprogrammed with growth
factor stimulation. The reprogrammed ER
binding events are mediated by changes in
the pioneer factor FoxA1. We are currently
exploring what enables changes in FoxA1,
since these mediate the changes in ER
binding events and subsequently influence
the transcriptome. In addition, in close
collaboration with the Caldas laboratory, we
are embarking on a large scale transcription
factor mapping experiment to identify ER
and FoxA1 binding events by ChIP-seq, in
~200 primary breast cancers with detailed
transcriptomic information and clinical follow
up.
Understanding the role of androgen receptor
in breast cancer
We recently showed that a subset of breast
cancers, called molecular apocrine tumours,
are driven by the male hormone receptor
androgen receptor (AR) instead of ER.
Unexpectedly, AR simply substitutes for ER
and gets recruited to the same sites in the

genome and subsequently regulates the
same genes normally switched on by ER. We
had also made the observation that FoxA1
was mediating AR-DNA interactions, which
paralleled the events normally seen between
FoxA1 and ER. More recently we have
explored the requirement for FoxA1 in ARDNA binding capacity in molecular apocrine
breast cancer cells. We find that specific
loss of FoxA1 results in a reprogramming
of AR to new regions in the genome. This
is similar to what is observed in prostate
cancer models and also what we observed
between GATA3 and ER in breast cancer.
Therefore, in molecular apocrine breast
cancer, AR can mimic ER to regulate the
genes normally controlled by ER, but its ability
to move around the genome in the absence
of FoxA1 is closer to what is observed in the
prostate context. We are currently exploring
the underlying mechanisms that govern AR
reprogramming in the absence of FoxA1 and
the potential impact that FoxA1 mutations
may have on this process in breast cancer.
Publications listed on page 63, software
packages listed on page 71.
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Even though spontaneous or vaccine-induced systemic
immune responses to cancers occur, the stromal
microenvironment of tumours protects cancer cells
from immune attack. We have recently found that a
stromal cell identified by its expression of fibroblast
activation protein-α (FAP) mediates immune suppression
in murine tumours. We seek ways to block its immune
suppressive functions to improve clinical tumour
immunotherapy.
The FAP+ stromal cell in tumours
The proposal of the immune surveillance
of cancer, as put forward by Macfarlane
Burnet and Lewis Thomas, hypothesizes that
cancers may sufficiently differ from normal
cells so that they would be recognized by
the immune system and eliminated. Today
we know that cancers, either because they
are virally induced and express foreign viral
antigens, or are genetically unstable and
express mutated self antigens, do induce
systemic immune responses, but we also
recognize that cancers usually escape
immune control.
Two general mechanisms have been
proposed for the ability of cancers to
circumvent an immune response: establishing
an immune suppressive microenvironment
within the tumour, and the generation and
immune selection of cancer cell variants
that are not immunologically recognized.
Evidence for both exists, but we decided to
concentrate on immune suppression because
it would dominate over immune selection,
and it offered the possibility of therapeutic
approaches.
Early evidence for an immune suppressive
microenvironment within tumours was the
observation that an established tumour,
containing not only cancer cells but also
non‑cancer “stromal cells”, was resistant to
killing by tumour antigen-specific T cells.
However, cancer cells alone, without an
accompanying stroma, were eliminated.
This finding was made more than a quarter
of a century ago, but the realization that
attention must be directed to the tumour
stroma has been slow to develop, perhaps
for three reasons: a continued emphasis
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on the possibility that the cancer cell itself
was responsible for tumoural immune
suppression, gaps in our understanding of
how the immune system worked, and the
complexity of the tumour stroma.
The tumour stroma is comprised of three
general cell types, those involved with
forming the tumour vasculature, cells of the
innate and adaptive immune systems, and
mesenchymal cells, or fibroblasts. Most work
has been directed to understanding the roles
of the cells of the immune systems, with
the reasonable rationale that the processes
intrinsic to this system, which control autoimmunity, also would be involved in immune
suppression in the tumour microenvironment.
This approach has been productive and
has led to the development of a clinically
approved treatment for metastatic melanoma,
ipilimumab, an antibody that blocks the
function of CTLA-4, a lymphocyte receptor.
This treatment, however, causes systemic
autoimmunity because it does not selectively
target immune suppression in the tumour
microenvironment.
To determine the cellular basis for
immune suppression within the tumour
microenvironment, we focused on stromal
cells of mesenchymal origin, which have
usually been referred to as myofibroblasts
or carcinoma‑associated fibroblasts (CAFs).
These cells have been examined for their
ability to promote tumour growth, but not by
an immunological mechanism. Over the last
20 years, however, an interesting correlation
was found between the occurrence of
chronic inflammatory lesions of various types,
such as atherosclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis,
cirrhosis, and dermal scars, and the presence

Figure 1
A mouse pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma showing
the FAP+ stromal cells (red)
surrounding the ductal cancer
cells (green) with Trp53R172H+
nuclei (white). Photograph
courtesy of James Jones.

and placenta. To examine this possibility,
we developed a mouse in which luciferase
was expressed in FAP+ cells, which has
revealed that FAP+ cells are present in almost
all tissues of the adult mouse. Thus, FAP
expression may denote a mesenchymal
lineage with both shared and tissue-specific
homeostatic functions, as well as its immune
suppressive function in tumours, which
may be an elicited activity that is potentially
available to “injured” tissues throughout the
body.

of a mesenchymal cell that was first observed
in most human adenocarcinomas by its
expression of a membrane protein, FAP. The
recognition that tumours contain the same
inflammatory cells that characterize these
chronic lesions, the likelihood that these
lesions represent attempts at tissue repair,
and the possibility that immune suppression
is a normal component of tissue repair led
to the consideration that the FAP+ stromal
cell might have a role in tumoural immune
suppression.
We tested this possibility by developing a
mouse line in which the primate diphtheria
toxin receptor is expressed in FAP+ stromal
cells to enable their conditional depletion by
the administration of diphtheria toxin. The
experiment was informative in that depleting
FAP+ cells from the stroma of established
tumours caused immune control of tumour
growth. This finding was initially made with
immunogenic, ectopic tumours caused by
injecting cultured cancer cells, but has been
extended now to the Tuveson laboratory
model of spontaneous pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma in which cancer cells
express mutant Trp53R172H and KrasG12D
alleles (Figure 1). The FAP+ stromal cell is a
non‑redundant element of tumoural immune
suppression, and the presence of these cells
in human adenocarcinomas suggests that
these findings in the mouse may be relevant
to human cancer.
The FAP+ stromal cell and normal tissues
The possibility that FAP+ stromal cells
might have functions in normal tissues was
raised by their presence in the somites of
developing mouse embryos, and in the uterus

We have begun to define the functions of
FAP+ cells in several normal tissues, including
skeletal muscle in which we have shown
that they are required for the maintenance
of normal muscle mass. Remarkably, cancer
may also affect some tissue homeostatic
functions of FAP+ cells, in that in two mouse
models of cancer-induced cachexia, which
is the loss of skeletal muscle mass that
may occur independently of food intake,
FAP+ cell numbers are decreased in skeletal
muscle, perhaps accounting for the cachexia.
Cachexia is a serious clinical problem, and
these findings may lead to an improved
understanding of this process.
Next steps
The depletion of FAP+ cells is not a
reasonable option for enhancing the ability
of the immune system to control tumour
growth because they are necessary for the
functions of normal tissues. Therefore, we
must determine the molecular basis of the
immune suppressive function of the tumoural
FAP+ cell, and develop therapies that will
interrupt this function. Our strategy is to
identify among the genes that are selectively
expressed in the tumoural FAP+ cells
candidates for immune suppression. We are
also determining how FAP+ cells accumulate
in the tumour. Conceivably, they may be
generated by replication from FAP+ cells
in the local tissue, or they may come from
another site, such as the bone marrow, where
we have shown them to proliferate. Either
of these two research directions may lead
to therapeutic opportunities for enhancing
immune control of tumour growth.
Publications listed on page 63
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The work in our laboratory focuses on the centrosome,
an organelle best known for its role as a major
microtubule organising centre.
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Emerging evidence, however, suggests
that the centrosome also acts as a
communication hub that spatially
concentrates diverse signalling pathways.
While centrosome number and function
are strictly regulated within healthy cells,
tumours display a multitude of centrosome
abnormalities. How such anomalies
contribute to tumourigenesis is an important
and as yet unresolved question.
In most normal cells the centrosome is
composed of a pair of cylindrical structures,
the centrioles, which are embedded in
an electron-dense amorphous matrix, the
pericentriolar material. The latter provides
the site for microtubule nucleation and
therefore strongly influences microtubule
numbers and organisation throughout the
cell cycle. Proteomic studies of whole human
centrosomes suggest that the organelle
contains up to 300 proteins, many with
unknown function.
Tumours exhibit a wide variety of centrosome
abnormalities that range from numerical
and structural, to functional and positional
aberrations, but the cause of these is
not known. The long-term objective of
our group is to provide insight into the
molecular pathways that give rise to
abnormal centrosome number and function
in tumours. Moreover, we will investigate
whether abnormal centrosomes constitute
valid clinical targets in cancers. To be able to
address these questions, we must first obtain
better understanding of the processes that
underlie normal centrosome function.
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Centrosome cycle and genome stability
Centrosomes duplicate once and only
once per cell cycle. In brief, centriole
duplication involves the formation of a
single procentriole next to each parental
centriole and its subsequent elongation.
While the morphological changes that
occur during centrosome duplication are
well documented, our understanding of the
molecular pathway responsible for the timely
assembly of one and only one procentriole
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per parental centriole in each cell cycle is still
far from being complete. In our group we
have decided to tackle this question using
reverse genetics in vertebrate cells. Our cell
line of choice is the chicken B cell line, DT40,
which is amenable to genetic manipulation
due to its extremely high homologous
recombination rates. Procentriole formation is
driven by a small set of proteins: PLK-4, SAS6, CPAP, CEP63, CEP135, STIL and CEP152.
Of these, we disrupted CEP63, CEP135,
CEP152 and STIL in chicken B cells to probe
their relative contributions to centriole
assembly. CEP63 mutant cells grow more
slowly than control cells and display a high
incidence of monopolar spindles as a result
of abortive centrosome duplication cycles.
CEP63 binds CEP152, an evolutionarily highly
conserved protein. Using super-resolution
microscopy we find that CEP63 and CEP162
form a discrete ring-shaped structure at the
proximal end of parental centrioles, seemingly
occupying a space near the centriole walls, a
site implicated in both procentriole formation
and centriole cohesion. Our study assigns
a specific role for CEP63 in centrosome
duplication, which is the centrosomal
recruitment and organisation of CEP152,
a protein implicated in the initiation of
procentriole assembly (Sir et al., Nat Genet
2011; 43: 1147).
We next disrupted CEP135 in DT40 cells, but
unexpectedly, CEP135 null cells display a
relatively minor defect in centriole numbers.
Electron microscopy studies however reveal
aberrant structures in centrioles lacking
CEP135. Therefore, CEP135 does not seem
essential to assemble a centriole, but it could
be important for its subsequent stability
(Inanç, Puetz et al., Mol Biol Cell. 2013; Epub
17 July).
Finally, we generated cells that lack
CEP152 or STIL. Characterisation of these
cell lines revealed that they are devoid of
intact centrioles and thus lack functional
centrosomes. Both STIL- and CEP152knockout cells grow slowly and exhibit a delay
in mitosis. The most striking observation,

Figure 2 (below)
Chromosome missegregation
is frequent in cells lacking
centrosomes. (A) Control, STILand CEP152-knockout cells are
shown during anaphase. Arrows
mark lagging chromatids in
STIL- and CEP152-knockout
cells that lack centrosomes.
Frequency of chromosome
missegregation obtained from
live cell analysis is indicated
below for each genotype.
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Figure 1
Growth defects and abnormal
mitotic spindles in cells that
lack functional centrosomes.
(A) Graph shows reduced
growth of CEP152-knockout
cells. (B) Microscopy images
show abnormal mitotic spindle
morphology in a CEP152knockout cell. Note that the
mitotic spindle is symmetric
and bipolar in the control
cell, but is disorganised in
the knockout cell. Also note
the absence of centrosomal
marker in the CEP152-KO cell.
Centrosomal marker is in red,
microtubules are in green
and DNA is in blue in merged
image.
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however, is the increased frequency of
chromosome missegregation in these cells
and the resulting aneuploidy (Figure 1). Our
results indicate that centrosomes have two
major functions in proliferating cells: 1) they
are important for normal mitotic timing and 2)
they significantly increase mitotic fidelity, and
thus minimise the occurrence of aneuploidy
(Sir et al., J Cell Biol. 2013; 203: 747).
Centrosome duplication is tightly controlled
in normal cells to ensure that cells enter
mitosis with two functional centrosomes.
By contrast, centrosome amplification has
been observed in many cancer types. Extra
centrosomes cause multipolar spindle
formation, which can potentially lead to
catastrophic chromosome missegregation
and cell death. Cancer cells with centrosome
amplification circumvent this fate by
assembling pseudo-bipolar spindles with
the help of centrosome clustering. In
collaboration with other groups, we have
developed a small molecule inhibitor of HSET,
a microtubule motor protein implicated in
centrosome clustering (Watts et al., Chem
Biol. 2013; 20: 1399). This inhibitor can indeed
kill cells with supernumerary centrosomes,
paving the way to selective targeting of
tumour cells with aberrant centrosomes.
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Centrosome segregation
The centrosome duplication cycle is
carefully coordinated with DNA replication,
with many regulatory molecules shared
between the two processes. However, to
maintain normal centrosome numbers in
cells, correct centrosome duplication must
always be followed by equal segregation of
the two centrosomes into the daughter cells.
entrosome segregation, just like chromosome
segregation, is entirely dependent on a
functional mitotic spindle. Centrosomes
occupy a position at the spindle pole during
mitosis, and the centrosomes are transmitted
to the daughter cells by means of their
attachment to spindle poles. Therefore
a close association must be maintained
between these structures throughout mitosis
for normal centrosome segregation to occur.
To understand how this is achieved, we need
to elucidate the molecular complexes that
build the centrosome-spindle pole interface.
We have previously identified a role for the
conserved protein CDK5RAP2 in contributing
to this interface and hypothesised that
CDK5RAP2 might act in a large protein
complex. Indeed, to date several interacting
proteins, including microtubule stabilising and
cross-linking factors, have been discovered
in our laboratory (Figure 2). Using genetic
and biochemical models, we are currently
investigating how the concerted efforts of
these molecules ensure that centrosomes
remain attached to spindle poles in the
presence of complex spindle forces.
Publications listed on page 63
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Magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy (MRI and
MRS) have many uses in cancer research. We use these
methods, both in the laboratory and in patients, to study
basic cancer biology, to improve non-invasive methods
for tumour diagnosis and grading, to personalise patient
therapy, and to develop biomarkers for monitoring the
action of anticancer drugs.
Three students in this laboratory have been
awarded PhDs since my last report: Shen-Han
Lee, ‘1H magnetic resonance spectroscopic
imaging of tumour extracellular pH: the
role of carbonic anhydrase IX’; Leanne Bell,
‘Evaluation of tumour perfusion and fibrosis
in mouse models of pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma, using MRI’; and Sara Dietz,
‘Characterisation of metabolic and genomic
features of glioblastoma derived cell lines in
different stages of differentiation’. Another
student, Nicola Ainsworth, submitted her
thesis on ‘Advanced Magnetic Resonance
Imaging techniques for the detection of brain
metastases’, and Anna Brown received her
MPhil for her thesis on ‘Novel MRI techniques
for early detection of brain metastases’. We
are writing papers based on the results in all
these theses, although some of them will
require additional experimental work.
Cancer Biology
Petros Tyrakis, a joint PhD student with
Prof Randall Johnson (Department of
Physiology, Development and Neuroscience)
is performing a project on HIF-1 associated
effects in cancer cells. Jingwei Sim (a
PhD student of Prof Johnson’s) is also
collaborating with us on metabolomic
changes due to VHL genes in cancers.
Sarah Welsh, an Academic Clinical Lecturer
in Oncology, is developing methods for
monitoring an anti-HIF-1 drug that she
previously developed in the laboratory of Prof
Stephen Niedle at the School of Pharmacy.
Metabolomics
Madhu Basetti leads our metabolomics
studies, including one on the characterization
of KPC pancreatic tumour metabolic profiles
and others on the metabolomic effects of
the HIF with PhD students Petros Tyrakis
and Jingwei Sim. Several collaborations
are in progress with David Neal’s group: (i)
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a project with Vincent Zecchini on betaarrestin-1 (ARRB1), a scaffolding protein that
modulates HIF1A-dependent transcription
and shifts cellular metabolism from oxidative
phosphorylation to aerobic glycolysis;
(ii) a study with Mohammed Asim on the
association of choline kinase alpha and
androgens in prostate cancer; and (iii)
a project with Greg Shaw on metabolic
characterisation of human prostate cancers.
Metabolomic studies with James Brenton’s
group include the effects of p53 mutations
(Jian Xian) and glycogen metabolism in
ovarian cancer cells (Ioannis Gounaris).
Another study (with Santiago Uribe-Lewis,
Murrell laboratory) is on spatial dependence
of metabolite concentrations in tumours
and normal tissues of the small bowel. We
also continue to collaborate with Alexandra
Jauhiainen and the Tavaré group on the
development of Metabolite-Metabolite
Correlation methods.
Preclinical MRI and MRS
Preclinical MRI and MRS studies are led by
Dominick McIntyre, with Davina Honess.
Nicola Ainsworth studied MRI methods for
imaging metastasis of small cell lung cancer
(SCLC) to the brain. Up to half of patients
with SCLC will develop cerebral metastases,
but since we cannot predict which ones,
the current practice is to give them all
prophylactic cranial irradiation, a therapy with
significant long-term side effects. In addition
to clinical studies (see below), she developed
a preclinical model of brain metastasis to
investigate biological correlates of MRI
signal changes and applied texture analysis
methods for early detection of metastases on
magnetisation transfer and diffusion-weighted
MRI (DWI) (Figure 1).
Follow-up studies are under way on Shen-Han
Lee’s PhD (a collaborative project with Adrian
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Figure 1
Magnetisation transfer MRI (MTMRI) brain images (a and d),
with metastases visible as dark
spots in (a), arrowed, compared
with control (d), where
only the ventricles are dark.
Corresponding variance feature
maps (b and e) and colour
maps (c and f) illustrate steps in
the textural analysis procedure.
The plot (g) shows the texture
analysis results achieved using
the top 30 discriminant features
of the MT-MRI maps.
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Harris, University of Oxford), which showed
that carbonic anhydrase IX, an enzyme
overexpressed in many cancers, acidifies
extracellular pH (pHe); the current studies will
investigate whether this is associated with
changes in tumour intracellular pH.
The Griffiths (Dominick McIntyre and Davina
Honess) and Brindle (Dmitry Soloviev
and David Lewis) laboratories are jointly
participating in QuIC-ConCePT, a multi-centre
EU-funded project under the Innovative
Medicines Initiative. The aim is to qualify
imaging methods for use in anticancer drug
trials. Postdoc Kathrin Heinzmann is assessing
DWI to identify drug-induced necrosis and
18
F-fluorothymidine PET for detecting changes
in proliferation, both using pancreatic tumour
models.
Clinical MRI and MRS
Mary McLean leads our clinical work. We
have active collaborations with Fiona Gilbert
(Radiology), Helena Earl (Oncology), and
Carlos Caldas on using MRI for diagnosis
and monitoring response to treatment in
breast cancer. Final analysis of the MRIdetectable effect of the chemotherapy agent
bevacizumab is awaiting the publication of
the ARTemis clinical trial results. Preliminary
results suggest that regardless of which
arm in the study patients were on, MR
diffusion and T2 relaxation measures were
early indicators of response. Our Amgen
summer student Helen McKinstry won a
runner-up poster prize for her work on
this project. A new collaborative project
focuses on the application of novel MRI
methods to characterize tumour biology
and microenvironment prior to surgery for
breast cancer, correlating parameters with the
pathology of surgical specimens.
A new collaboration on prostate cancer
with Ferdia Gallagher is also investigating
correlations of localized measurements of
experimental MRI parameters with tissue
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samples, taken from template biopsies.
Sidhartha Nagala has been awarded his PhD
(supervised by Jonathan Gillard, Department
of Radiology) for a thesis on the use of
MRS, MT-MRI and DWI for the diagnosis of
thyroid cancer. In a collaboration with Anna
Brown he was able to use texture analysis
of the DWI images to discriminate between
benign and malignant thyroid nodules with
excellent sensitivity and specificity (a paper
is in preparation). A new method has also
been developed which reduces the inherent
spatial distortion of diffusion-weighted images
in the thyroid, with promising preliminary
results (Taviani et al., Br J Radiol. 2013; 86:
20130022).
Nicola Ainsworth has completed her study
(CLUB-01), which developed imaging
methods for early detection of developing
metastases in the brains of SCLC patients.
The results have been published from our
NCI-funded international collaboration that
developed a method for individualising
therapy for patients with Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphomas by using MRS to predict
treatment response. A single 31P MRS scan
before the commencement of chemotherapy
can predict patients that will respond. Those
predicted not to respond to chemotherapy
might be considered immediately for
treatments such as stem cell transplant.
Finally, the method for quantifying
supramolecular collagen structures,
developed by Leanne Bell as part of her
PhD, will be applied in a new project led
by Bristi Basu trying to enable resectability
of pancreatic cancer using chemotherapy.
Advanced MRI techniques will be investigated
in conjunction with novel endoscopic
ultrasound (Nick Carroll, Radiology) to
evaluate drug effects on the tumour.
Publications listed on page 64
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We use pre-clinical model systems to inform
the early clinical development of novel agents
and identify interesting drug combination
strategies. The PDDG is closely linked with
the Early Phase Clinical Trials Team (EPCTT)1,
also led by Duncan Jodrell, and the HPB trials
team, based in the Cambridge Cancer Trials
Centre managing clinical trials in patients with
pancreatic cancer2, allowing us to implement
our laboratory findings in the clinic.
In the laboratory, we generally use model
systems representing pancreatic cancer,
which complement our clinical links: Duncan
Jodrell and Bristi Basu are members of the
medical team at Addenbrooke’s Hospital,
which cares for patients with pancreatic
cancer, and Duncan Jodrell is also the
Director of the Cambridge Pancreatic Cancer
Centre3. Pancreatic cancer is a major unmet
clinical need and a priority cancer for Cancer
Research UK. We are developing 2D and
3D co-culture models of pancreatic cancer,
as the initial testing platforms for novel
therapeutics. We also have access to the
KPC GEM (genetically engineered mouse)
model of pancreatic cancer. Using a 2D
co-culture assay system (KPC pancreatic
cancer cells and mouse fibroblasts), we have
identified that cancer-associated fibroblasts
(CAFs) confer resistance to gemcitabine in
the cancer cells in vitro, whereas fibroblastlike normal pancreatic stellate cells do not.
We are now investigating the mechanism of
the induction of resistance using candidate
approaches and RNA sequencing. We are also
investigating whether 3D co-culture creates
even greater resistance to gemcitabine. We
will use these assay systems to identify drugs
that overcome the resistance to gemcitabine,
and investigate their utility as combination
therapies for the treatment of patients with
pancreatic cancer. We are continuing to
assess the modulation of gemcitabine delivery
to tumour tissue in various combination
treatment regimes through both local (Neesse
et al., Gut 2013; Epub 25 Sept; Neesse et al.,
PNAS 2013; 110: 12325) and international
collaborations. In addition, we studying how
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newly gemcitabine discovered metabolites
might impact on its anti-tumour activity. We
are also investigating the DNA damage and
cell signalling responses to gemcitabine
in vitro and in vivo, in the presence and
absence of cell cycle inhibitors. These data
will be used to model the relevant signalling
pathways, to identify new targets to enhance
the activity of gemcitabine in vivo (Figure 1).
Our pre-clinical work often involves the
assessment of combination strategies.
We are taking two new approaches to
evaluating those pre-clinical data. We are
using mathematical models of the cell cycle,
receptor/ligand interactions and the spindle
assembly checkpoint to guide the pre-clinical
studies we perform. We also use model
based approaches to evaluate pre-clinical
growth inhibition data and identify potentially
synergistic ‘dose’ ratios of compounds by
generating surfaces of interaction. We believe
that current clinical trial design for evaluating
new drug combinations may lead to missed
opportunities, unless these pre-clinical data
are used to guide trial design. We think that
we should be trying to identify synergistic
interactions in the clinic, as opposed to
simply trying to combine the maximum
tolerable doses of both agents, when used
as single agents. In collaboration with the
MRC Trial Methodology Hub (Adrian Mander
and colleagues), we have reviewed adaptive
designs for dual agent dose escalation studies
(Harrington et al., Nat Rev Clin Oncol 2013;
10: 277) in the clinic and are developing novel
Phase I trial designs that will be informed by
our pre-clinical studies.
An example of the application of these
combination approaches is the evaluation of
a novel inhibitor of the cell cycle regulator
CHK1, in combination with gemcitabine (in
collaboration with Sentinel Oncology). We
have observed synergy in pancreatic cancer
cell lines in vitro, and the effect is now being
investigated in mouse models of pancreatic
cancer. We have also used these models to
investigate the activity of capecitabine alone

Figure 1
Abnormalities in mitosis
induced by incubation of
pancreatic cancer cells (MIA
PaCa-2) for 24 hours with
the S-phase active drug
gemcitabine, in combination
with a cell cycle checkpoint
inhibitor. The four examples
show failure of all the
chromosomes to align and
segregate correctly at the
metaphase plate. The mitotic
spindle is shown in red
(alpha-tubulin stain) and the
chromosomes are shown
in blue (DAPI). Yellow arrow
heads indicate examples of
chromosomes that are not
correctly aligned.

2013; 450: 285) using a combination of
MEKi and the pro-apoptotic agent ABT263
and a broad, medium throughput screening
approach.
As a result of our collaboration with Steve
Ley and Rebecca Myers (Department of
Chemistry) and Fanni Gergely (CRUK CI), we
have synthesised and evaluated biologically
the first selective inhibitor of the kinesin
motor protein HSET (CW069) (Watts et al.,
Chem Biol. 2013; 20: 1399), which induces
phenotypic changes demonstrated previously
to be related to HSET knockdown. We hope
that further synthetic efforts may facilitate the
identification of a candidate molecule for preclinical development.

and in combination with gemcitabine (Courtin
et al., PLoS ONE 2013; 8: e67330).
In general, it is assumed that combinations
of agents have similar effects on normal
and tumour cells, but this is not always the
case. An optimal combination would lead to
synergy in cancer cells and antagonism in
normal cells, reducing the toxic side effects
that often limit dosing. In studies with normal
myeloid precursors (CFU-GM) and other
diploid cells (e.g. IMR90 fibroblasts), we have
demonstrated previously that the synergistic
effects of combining an AK-A inhibitor and
paclitaxel are not seen in non-malignant cells.
This project is also utilising a mathematical
model of the spindle assembly checkpoint to
predict drug effects, through collaboration
with Bob Jackson (Pharmacometrics Ltd). We
ultimately intend to extend our pre-clinical
findings into clinical trials.
In a new collaboration with AstraZeneca
and Simon Cook (Babraham Institute), we
have initiated studies to identify potential
combination strategies, including the MEK
inhibitor, selumetinib, using pancreatic cancer
models. This will involve both a targeted
approach, expanding on the Cook lab’s
published work (Sale and Cook, Biochem J

Our collaboration with Doug Fearon
(CRUK CI) investigates two diverse features
of pancreatic adenocarcinoma (local
immunosuppression in the tumour and
cancer associated cachexia) and their link to
a particular cell lineage found in tumour cells
and skeletal muscle. As outlined in a recent
publication (Feig et al., PNAS 2013; 110:
20212), we have shown that administration
of an inhibitor of CXCR4 (AMD3100), may
overcome local immunosuppression in
pancreatic adenocarcinoma, opening up
new opportunities for immunotherapy in
this disease, where agents active in other
cancers (e.g. anti-CTLA4 and anti-PD1 in
melanoma) have shown no activity in patients
with pancreatic cancer. We hope to initiate a
clinical study with AMD3100 in late 2014.
Currently, the EPCTT is supporting 12
experimental medicine studies that are
actively recruiting patients; five combination
phase I trials, a further six single agent
phase I trials and a biomarker study. We are
continuing to explore novel PET and MR
approaches in our trials and look forward
to initiating a series of trials supporting the
clinical development of hyperpolarised 13C
pyruvate based PD studies (in collaboration
with Kevin Brindle and Ferdia Gallagher) in
2014. Thirteen further protocols are in the setup phase for initiation in 2014.
Publications listed on page 64

1) www.cambridgecancercentre.org.uk/patient-care/cctc/early-phase-clinical-trials
2) www.cambridgecancercentre.org.uk/patient-care/clinical-research/hepato-pancreato-biliary-cancer
3) www.cambridge-pcc.org
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The ideal of comprehensive integration of
genome × many phenotypes × multiple
conditions is very hard to achieve, but it
serves as a guiding principle for the research
in my lab. Computational methods of data
integration and network biology, like the ones
we develop, are integral parts of systems
genetics analysis.
Zooming in all the way from the global
picture to the details
Our work combines two complementary
directions:
First, in large data collections we analyse
global portraits of cancer that combine tissue
organisation and molecular profiles to infer

Figure 1
Systems genetics
comprehensively combines
genome-wide analysis with
many quantitative phenotypes,
both at the molecular and
organismal level, in many
different conditions or
environments. Systems
genetics subsumes previous
approaches that were focussed
on linking individual loci to a
single phenotype (in classical
genetical and epistatic analysis)
or linking many genomic loci to
a single phenotype in a single
condition (in GWAS or eQTL
studies).
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Evolutionary trajectories of ovarian cancer
Biological interest in intra-tumour
heterogeneity in solid tumours has
dramatically increased over the past five
years as a potential explanation for the
development of relapsed disease. However,
so far most studies on tumour heterogeneity
have been on a single sample at a single
diagnostic time point, thus underestimating
the genetic complexity of tumours. No
general empirical evidence has been provided

Systems Genetics
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Second, focussing on key mechanisms,
we model their components, interactions
and dynamics to understand how they are
deregulated in cancer and can be targeted
by drugs. In this area we have worked on
systems genetics methods to put the action
of individual genes and proteins into a
cellular context. We have contributed to (1)
understanding the mechanisms underlying
GWAS hits in breast cancer and (2) the
epigenetic regulation of differentiation
programs, as well as (3) developing methods
to infer pathway structure and its dynamic
change from gene perturbation experiments.
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cancer subtypes and predictive signatures.
In this research area we have (1) dissected
molecular subtypes of cancer, (2) quantified
the cellular heterogeneity of tumour tissue
to complement genomic profiling, and (3)
related intra-patient genomic heterogeneity
to survival.
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Phenotypes

Group Leader

Cancer is a disease of the genome and of
cellular interactions in the tumour tissue.
Integrative approaches to dissect this
complexity can improve on the limited
snapshots provided by individual experimental
techniques. This is why my lab develops
computational methods for the systems
genetics of cancer. Systems genetics uses
genomic techniques and integrates them
with quantitative measures of phenotypes.
Ideally, systems genetics brings together
three dimensions: it combines (i) genomewide analysis with (ii) many quantitative
phenotypes, both at the molecular and
organismal level, (iii) in many different
conditions or environments (Figure 1).
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Figure 2
Rigorous analysis of multiple
cancer samples allows accurate
quantification of tumour
heterogeneity. Using multiple
copy-number profiles from
spatially and temporally distinct
sites in the same patient we
compute a minimum event
distance to reconstruct the
life history of the tumour
and to quantify intra-tumour
heterogeneity.
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that demonstrates a direct connection
between heterogeneity and the development
of disease progression.
Quantifying tumour heterogeneity and
understanding its aetiology crucially depends
on our ability to accurately reconstruct the
evolutionary history of cancer cells within each
patient. However, methods for objectively
quantifying tumour heterogeneity have been
missing and are particularly difficult to establish
in ovarian cancer, where predominant copy
number variation and horizontal dependencies
caused by long and cascading genomic
rearrangements prevent accurate phylogenetic
reconstruction (Figure 2).
To address this challenge, Roland Schwarz,
a postdoc in the group, developed
phylogenetic models, called MEDICC,
applicable to copy-number profiles based
on finite-state transducers, which yield more
accurate results than competing methods.
In collaboration with James Brenton’s lab
we applied MEDICC to the analysis of 170
copy-number profiles of patients undergoing
neo-adjuvant chemotherapy for HGSOC. We
found that tumour heterogeneity in HGSOC
is driven by ongoing clonal evolution with
fully branched evolutionary trajectories that
do not have clock-like evolutionary rates. We
show in two patients that clonal expansion
of a minor subclone that was present prior
to chemotherapy led to clinical relapse.
Our main result is that the quantitative
measures of clonal expansion and temporal
heterogeneity we have defined were the
strongest predictors of progression-free
survival (compared to clinical covariates like
grade, age, and others). Thus, this unique
dataset together with detailed evolutionary
analyses allowed us for the first time to
quantify the relationship between tumour
heterogeneity and chemotherapy treatment.
These data provide profound insights into
mechanisms of resistance in HGSOC and
show how quantifying heterogeneity could
act as a prognostic indicator.
Inferring pathway rewiring from downstream
effects of perturbations
In a methodological project Xin Wang, a PhD
student in the group who is now a postdoc
at Harvard Medical School, combined hidden

Markov models (HMM), a well established
methodology for dynamic data, with Nested
Effects Models, a methodology we have
pioneered, to reconstruct rewiring events in
pathway topologies from time-series data
derived after silencing pathway components.
Inferring time-varying networks is important
to understand the development and evolution
of interactions over time. However, the vast
majority of currently used models assume
direct measurements of node states, which
are often difficult to obtain, especially in
fields like cell biology, where perturbation
experiments often only provide indirect
information of network structure. The method
we propose models the evolving network by
a Markov chain on a state space of signalling
networks, which are derived as NEMs from
indirect perturbation data. To infer the hidden
network evolution and unknown parameter,
we developed a Gibbs sampler, in which
sampling network structure is facilitated
by a novel structural Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm. We show the applicability of HMNEMs in two real biological case studies, in
one capturing dynamic crosstalk during the
progression of neutrophil polarization, and
in the other inferring an evolving network
underlying early differentiation of mouse
embryonic stem cells.
Future plans
We have started as a completely
computational ‘dry lab’ and are in the
process of developing into a mixed lab.
Using a combination of computation, theory
and experiments, we will advance the two
research themes successfully established in
the group. In the first theme ‘global portraits
of cancer’ we will analyse quantitative
tissue phenotypes as an intermediate
between molecular profiles and outcome,
as well as develop methods to infer tumour
evolution and link it to clinical variables.
In our second theme, ‘components and
dynamics of key mechanisms’, we will work
on methodological projects in network
biology and –in an integrated experimental/
computational cycle– we will derive a
quantitative model of oestrogen receptor
binding dynamics.
Publications listed on page 65, software
packages listed on page 71
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Cellular senescence is a state of stable cell cycle
arrest with active metabolism. Similar to apoptosis,
senescence can be a failsafe program against a variety
of cellular insults. In contrast to apoptosis, in which
cytotoxic signals converge to a common mechanism,
senescence is typically a delayed stress response
involving multiple effector mechanisms.
These effector mechanisms include
epigenetic regulation, the DNA damage
response, the senescence-associated
secretion phenotype (SASP) and autophagy.
The relative contribution of these effectors
varies depending on the trigger and cell type,
and it is possible that the combination and
balance of these effectors determines the
quality of the senescence phenotype. Thus,
to understand the senescence program,
it is important to identify new effector
mechanisms and examine how they associate
with each other, and also to identify which
effector mechanisms could be potential
targets for cancer therapy.
Genome-wide analysis of heterochromatin
components in SAHF
Certain types of cells undergo distinct
alterations in chromatin structure during
senescence, called senescence-associated
heterochromatic foci (SAHF). SAHF have been
widely used as a marker of senescence, and
more importantly, several new components
of senescence machinery have been
successfully identified using SAHF as a
readout. Thus, it is important to understand
SAHF structure in more detail and how SAHF
are actually formed. During oncogenic
Ras-induced senescence, SAHF formation is
dynamically regulated in HDFs, thus providing
a unique tool to study not only senescence,
but also chromatin biology. To characterise
SAHF in detail, we have investigated a
dynamic redistribution of the specific histone
modifications using confocal microscopy
as well as ChIP-seq. In collaboration with
the Tavaré group (CRUK CI), we have
shown that SAHF formation results in a
concentric chromatin architecture, not only
segregating the chromatin of individual
chromosomes into heterochromatin and
euchromatin, but also concentrating histones
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H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 (markers of
constitutive and facultative heterochromatin,
respectively) in non-overlapping layers within
SAHFs. Surprisingly, despite the dramatic
chromatin structure alteration, the linear
‘global’ epigenomic landscapes of these
repressive marks are highly static, although
local profiles of those histone marks can
be dynamic particularly at some genic
regions. Our data indicate that the highorder chromatin structure change during
SAHF formation is achieved mainly through
the spatial rearrangement of pre-existing
heterochromatin, rather than spreading of
heterochromatin (Chandra et al., Mol Cell
2012; 47: 203).
To further identify factors that facilitate SAHF
formation, we have focused on dynamic
alteration of the nuclear lamina structure,
which is associated with H3K9me3 positive
heterochromatin in HDFs. Emerging
evidence suggests that Lamin B1 (LMNB1),
a key component of the nuclear lamina,
is specifically down-regulated during
senescence, and we found that LMNB1
reduction is highly correlated with the
loss of peri-nuclear H3K9me3 as well as
SAHF formation. The van Steensel group
(Netherlands Cancer Institute) has shown
that the nuclear lamina contacts with
hundreds of large genomic regions, lamina
associated domains (LADs), defined through
genome-wide mapping of LMNB1. LADs are
associated with facultative heterochromatin
markers, H3K9me2 and H3K27me3. To
determine dynamic alteration of LADs during
senescence, we have mapped LMNB1
binding in both growing and senescent cells.
In addition to H3K9me2 and H3K27me3,
H3K9me3 is also associated with LADs,
where H3K9me3 primarily occupies the
central regions of LADs. Despite the global

Figure 1
Uneven alterations in LMNB1
genomic profile during Rasinduced senescence (RIS) in
HDFs.
A. Correlation between LMNB1
down-regulation and SAHF
formation. Confocal images
for indicating antibodies are
shown. Perinuclear H3K9me3
foci are also decreased in RIS
cells. B. Central regions of LADs
are enriched for H3K9me3.
LMNB1 is preferentially depleted
from the H3K9me3-positive
regions (not shown). C. Pie
chart describes genomic
regions based on differential
binding events of LMNB1
between growing and RIS cells.
Numbers represent percentage
of the genome in each class.
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down-regulation in LMNB1, LMNB1 binding
is reduced mainly in H3K9me3-enriched
regions, and this reduction is correlated
with the spatial repositioning of H3K9me3enriched chromatin and SAHF formation but
not with gene expression changes during
senescence. Furthermore, we also found
de novo gains in LMNB1 binding in small
sections of the genome, which includes a
number of cell cycle genes, and these de
novo LMNB1 binding regions in senescent
cells are correlated with increased H3K27me3
and gene repression. These results suggest
that LMNB1 may contribute to senescence in
at least two ways due to its uneven genomewide redistribution: first, through the spatial
reorganization of chromatin and, second,
through gene repression (Sadaie et al., Genes
Dev. 2013; 27: 1800) (Figure 1).
Figure 2
Model system for
understanding a
comprehensive picture of p53
functions.
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and autophagy cooperatively facilitate SASP
through forming a cellular compartment,
the TOR-autophagy spatial coupling
compartment (TASCC), which provides a
local environment enriched for amino acids
and mRNA translation machinery (Young
et al., Genes Dev 2009; 23: 798, Narita et
al., Science 2011; 332: 966). We have also
shown that a TASCC-like structure is not
limited to Ras-induced senescence, and we
are currently investigating an implication of
this structure more generally in the cancer
context.
Identification of senescence-associated p53
function (in collaboration with the Tavaré
group, CRUK CI)
A tumour suppressive transcription factor,
p53, plays a critical role in many stress
responsive phenotypes, including DNA
damage checkpoints, apoptosis, and
senescence (Figure 2). Although ample data
have supported a role for p53 in senescence,
the precise mechanism or ‘senescencespecific p53-targets’ are not known. To
address this issue, we are currently using
HDFs, where we can induce different
phenotypes, in which p53 plays a crucial
role, depending on environmental stimuli
or other conditions. These phenotypes
include, senescence, apoptosis, and acute
DNA damage response. Using expression
microarrays in conjunction with stable
RNAi technology as well as p53 ChIP-seq,
this system would allow us to understand
both general and phenotype-specific p53
functions.
Publications listed on page 65
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Our translational research programme is
linked tightly to our clinical practice. We have
a large and robotic radical prostatectomy
programme, from which we have developed
a well-annotated bio-repository on almost
1,500 men. In addition, material and data from
ProtecT (the largest ever surgical randomised
controlled trial in prostate cancer), have
led to important collaborations with Ros
Eeles at the Institute of Cancer Research
(ICR) and Doug Easton at the Strangeways
Research Laboratory (Al Olama et al., Hum
Mol Genet. 2013; 22: 408; Kote-Jarai et al.,
Hum Mol Genet. 2013; 22: 2520; Pooley et
al., Hum Mol Genet. 2013; 22: 5056; Eeles et
al., Nat Genet. 2013; 45: 385). We also have
an ongoing collaboration with Ros Eeles
(ICR), Colin Cooper (UEA), Doug Easton, and
with Ultan McDermott and Mike Stratton
(Wellcome Sanger Institute) to carry out next
generation sequencing of prostate cancers:
our first paper has been submitted. Our ability
to contribute to this work, was dependent
on a collaboration with pathology to ensure
good tissue sampling (Warren et al., Prostate.
2013; 73: 194). We have also established a
multi-disciplinary group involving medical and
clinical oncology, radiology and pathology
and now have a funded programme of work
with Astra-Zeneca to study novel therapeutic
agents in a ‘window’ trial design with
biological end-points.
Main discoveries
1. The AR and hormone relapsed prostate
cancer (HRPC)
Androgen receptor (AR) signalling is
maintained in most men with high risk and
hormone relapsed disease. Our goals are to
novel signalling pathways that in combination
will lead to more effective treatments. The
AR remains the primary target for treatment
and the rationale remains strong for better
targeting of this pathway and to uncover
biomarkers. We are working with human
tissue wherever possible, but our portfolio
now includes pre-clinical in vivo models,
which will give us better information on how
individual genes function throughout tumour
development.
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We have performed AR ChIP-seq in
fresh tissue samples obtained from men
undergoing prostate surgery to study the
transcriptional activity of the AR in a variety
of patients with different stages of disease
(Sharma et al., Cancer Cell. 2013; 23: 35).
This includes those with early, localised
disease and in particular those with advanced
castrate-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC).
We have demonstrated clearly that that AR
is re-programmed in advanced disease with
increased signalling through STAT, E2F and
MYC. We have identified a 16-gene signature
which outperformed a larger in vitro-derived
signature in clinical datasets, showing the
importance of persistent AR signalling in
CRPC and revealing potential targets which
would otherwise not have been implicated
in CRPC. Work is ongoing to translate this
signature into an assay that can be used on
blood or urine rather than tissue. As therapies
are currently being developed to target
c-MYC and STAT, this study may prompt
additional combination trials whilst offering
possible surrogate response markers (Sharma
et al., Cancer Cell 2013; 23: 35).
Furthermore, this demonstration of the critical
role of cellular context in the regulation
of transcription factor target selection and
gene regulation highlights a wider need
to utilise clinical material for the study of
oncogenic transcription factors. Another
study is underway studying the role of two
novel tyrosine kinases in advanced prostate
cancer as well as determining the impact
of the AR in the DNA damage response. We
have also demonstrated that a G-quadruplex
region exists in the promoter of the AR
whose inhibition results in a dose dependent
inhibition of AR transcriptional activity
(Mitchell et al., Biochemistry. 2013; 52: 1429).
2. Studies on HES6
We have completed our work on HES6,
which is a transcription co-factor best known
for its role in fate decisions of certain stem
cell lineages. Its expression is increased
by c-Myc and the AR, and this creates an
altered transcriptional environment where

Figure 1
(a) Both panels: expression of
NAALAD2 in prostate cancer
showing staining of malignant
glands and absent staining of
benign glands. (b) Effect of
strong staining of NAALAD2 in
association with recurrencefree survival.
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prostate cancer cell division and growth
is maintained in the presence of an active
AR but in the absence of ligand binding by
dihydrotestosterone. We have shown that
Hes6 is able, in isolation, to drive cell growth
in an androgen deprived/castrate setting,
and that this maintained proliferation occurs
in the context of a transcriptionally active
AR. We have also shown that cell cycle and
metabolic networks are activated, including
up-regulation of E2F family members, CDC2,
UBE2C, CDC20, Aurora kinases, PLK1, Cyclins,
AMACR, GDF15 and LDHA. We have shown
by ChIPseq the cooperation between Hes6,
E2F1 and the AR to maintain G1/S transition
and cell proliferation. This publication is under
review.
3. Novel Biomarkers
We have identified three new biomarkers.
Peroxiredoxin-3 is highly over-expressed
in prostate cancer and protects cells

from oxidative stress, which may be an
important precursor of early changes of
cancer (Whitaker et al., Br J Cancer. 2013;
109: 983). We have also identified N-acetylL-aspartyl-L-glutamate peptidase-like 2
(NAALADL2) as a diagnostic and prognostic
biomarker in prostate cancer. We have
shown that NAALADL2 promotes an invasive
and migratory phenotype (Whitaker et al.,
Oncogene. 2013; Epub 18 Nov) and can
distinguish men who are more likely to
relapse following surgery (Figure 1). This work
is being combined with data on two members
of the vaculoar protein sorting family that
we have also identified as being diagnostic
and prognostic, and is being performed
as part of an on-going collaboration with
Henrik Gronberg at the Karolinska Institute.
In addition to looking at proteins we have
also identified an RNA signature found in
circulating blood that can identify patients
with aggressive forms of cancer.
4. Studies on beta-arrestin1 (ARRB1)
ARRB1 plays a role in cancer progression
and some tumours show elevated levels
in the nucleus where it may regulate gene
expression via epigenetic mechanisms.
We have shown that ARRB1 contributes to
a metabolic shift to aerobic glycolysis via
regulation of HIF1A activity through regulation
of SDHA and FH expression in prostate cancer
cells. This is the first example of an endocytic
adaptor protein regulating metabolic
pathways and implicates ARRB1 as a potential
tumour promoter. A paper is in revision.
Publications listed on page 65
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The ultimate aim of classical genetics and modern
genomics – to understand the molecular details of
how the genome is deployed transcriptionally to create
a diversity of tissues and species – remains elusive.
Such an understanding will have profound importance
for cancer research, as a major hallmark of tumour
progression is the occurrence of new genetic mutations
and their resulting perturbation of gene expression
programmes. Using liver and liver cancer as model
systems, we research the regulatory evolution of
transcription as well as how the molecular evolution of
cancers depends on the starting regulatory landscape of
parent cells.
The control and evolution of tissue-specific
gene expression
The proteins that control DNA, known
as transcription factors, bind to it in
a combinatorial manner in yeast and
bacteria, and our earliest work showed
that this combinatorial binding occurs in
mammalian tissues as well. Master regulators
in primary human hepatocytes form a
highly interconnected core circuitry that
frequently bind promoter regions in clusters,
particularly at highly regulated and transcribed
genes (Odom et al., Mol Syst Biol 2006; 2:
2006.0017). We have recently found that
transcriptional regulation diverges very rapidly
in mammals (Schmidt et al., Science 2010;
328: 1036; Odom et al., Nat Genet 2007; 39:
730). Despite this evolution, we found specific
genetic architectures that appear to preserve
a small handful of transcription factor binding
events across large evolutionary timescales
(>300 million years) (Schmidt et al., Science
2010; 328: 1036). Even at closely related
evolutionary distances, such as closely related
inbred strains of mice, TF binding diverges
with surprisingly greater speed than does
the underlying genetic sequences (Figure 1)
(Stefflova et al., Cell 2013; 154: 530).
In asking why rapid variation occurs among
most transcription factor binding events, we
realised that a number of causative factors
could contribute. These possible causes
may be the result of variability of genetic
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sequences, the types and number of marks
left in the histone proteins that package DNA
(commonly thought of as an epigenetic
code), or even diet or environmental
differences between different species. In
order to isolate a single one of these variables,
we used a previously created mouse model
of Down’s syndrome that carries a virtually
complete copy of a human chromosome
(O’Doherty et al., Science 2005; 309:
2033). By exploiting this aneuploid mouse
strain, a unique and powerful genetic tool
designed for an entirely different purpose, we
determined that genetic sequence dominates
other factors in directing transcription (Wilson
et al., Science 2008; 322: 434). More recently,
we have used this mouse to investigate how
human-specific repetitive elements contain
latent regulatory potential that is unmasked in
a mouse heterologous environment (Ward et
al., Mol Cell 2013; 49: 262).
The origin, regulation, and evolution of RNA
transcription
We have been using similar comparative
functional genomics approaches to look
at the regions of the genome that are
transcribed, but which do not code for
proteins. These regions are known as
non-coding RNAs, and range from wellcharacterised species like tRNAs and rRNAs to
newer categories of regulatory nucleic acids
like microRNAs, piRNAs, and endogenously
expressed RNAi. We recently published results

Figure 1
Tissue-specific transcription
factor binding evolves rapidly,
even in closely related species.
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describing previously unseen functional
conservation in tRNA gene transcription
driven by RNA polymerase III, that only
becomes apparent after analysis of data
from multiple mammalian species (Kutter
et al., Nat Genet 2011; 43: 948). We have
recently reported that the rapid evolution
of long noncoding RNAs between closely
related mammals can influence nearby gene
expression (Kutter et al., PLoS Genet 2012; 8:
e1002841). Finally, by using closely related,
but still interbreeding species of mice, we
were able to dissect the relative cis- and transcontributions to gene expression, discovering
that in mammals, compensatory cis and trans

Figure 2
CTCF binding evolution
across mammals reveals new
mechanisms of genome
evolution, driven by repetitive
elements.
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effects appear to be the rule during evolution
(Goncalves et al., Genome Res 2012; 22:
2376). This was an intriguing finding because
other systems studied to date, such as flies
and yeast, have found much stronger trans
contributions at close evolutionary distances.
The complex interplay of CTCF, cohesin, and
repetitive sequences in the genome
The CTCF protein is a genomic anchor that
appears to have roles in regulating mitosis
and meiosis, and in insulating chromatin
and gene expression across the genome
(Merkenschlager and Odom, Cell 2013; 152:
1285). Many of its functions are mediated by
the cohesin complex in mammalian cells. We
have discovered how the cohesin complex
can co-regulate gene expression with tissuespecific transcription factors in the absence
of its canonical partner CTCF (Schmidt et
al., Genome Res 2010; 20: 578). By creating
large, high-resolution maps of cohesin and
tissue-specific transcription factor binding in
mouse liver cells, we revealed that cohesin
appears to stabilize large complexes of
proteins, thus reducing the required motif
quality for transcription factor binding (Faure
et al., Genome Res 2012; 22: 2163). We have
also explored how most lineage-specific
CTCF binding is not ‘born’ in the same way
as other tissue-specific transcription factors,
but appears in the genome via carriage
within repetitive elements that are active
in a species-specific manner in mammals
(Schmidt et al., Cell 2012; 148: 335) (Figure
2). Collectively we found that these newborn
CTCF binding events are as functionally
active as ancient ones found in six or more
mammals, and that these ancient binding
events show fossilized remains of the prior
repeat expansions that gave birth to them.
Publications listed on page 66
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Figure 1
Master regulators (purple
squares) and regulons (dots)
enriched for FGFR2 signatures,
within a partial view of a filtered
transcriptional network for
breast cancer. The FGFR2
regulated genes are coloured
purple, the intensity reflecting
whether they were found in
1, 2 or 3 of the experimental
perturbations of FGFR2
signalling.
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Our research focuses on how polygenic variation
contributes to susceptibility to breast and lung cancer.
We analyse mechanisms both at single loci, and at
the level of gene regulatory networks. Our aims are 1)
to improve recognition of high risk groups within the
population and 2) ultimately, to devise strategies for
prevention based on mechanisms of risk.
The class of uncommon, strongly
predisposing, mutations in cancer
susceptibility genes, such as BRCA1 and 2
in breast and ovarian cancer, are important
because of their significant risks to individuals.
But BRCA mutations account for fewer than
5% of breast cancers, and for only about 20%
of the estimated total inherited susceptibility.
The remaining 80% of susceptibility is
thought to be ‘polygenic’: that is, the result
of the combined effects of many hundreds
or thousands of common and rare genetic
variants, each making a small contribution.
Our group published the first cancer GWAS in
2007, identifying five loci for predisposition to
breast cancer. Since then world-wide efforts
have identified another 80 breast cancer loci,
which collectively account for about 14% of
the estimated susceptibility. In lung cancer,
only a small number of loci, accounting
for less than 5% of susceptibility, have been
identified.
We face two related problems: 1)
identification of the loci which account for
the as yet unexplained ‘missing heritability’
and 2) elucidation of the mechanism by
which the genetic variants have their effect.
To date, these problems have been tackled
one locus at a time. As outlined below, we
and our colleagues have continued this
approach. However, given that there are
probably hundreds of loci of diminishing
effect, it seems that this analysis can never be
anywhere near complete. The effects of the
weaker loci will be too small to detect in even
the largest imaginable GWAS, and the labour
of functional dissection of each individual
locus will be too great. Moreover, in reality the
genetic variants are having their effects, not
one by one but in combination; in interaction
with each other and with the environment.
This suggests that some measurement of the
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combined effect might provide an integrated
readout of the risk of all the variants and their
interaction with the environmental exposures
in that individual, and perhaps an indication of
the mechanisms involved.
Breast Cancer: (1) 11q13 and FGFR2 risk loci
The 11q13 and FGFR2 risk loci were among
the first breast cancer risk loci identified. To
gain insight into their mechanism of function,
genetic fine-mapping was carried out in
collaboration with the iCOGS consortium
for both loci and combined with functional
studies using DNase hypersensitivity,
transcriptional assays, chromatin
immunoprecipitation and 3C (chromatin
conformation capture). We identified likely
functional variants and the regulated target
genes: interestingly the initial risk association
was driven by multiple independent risk signals
for both genes and allele-specific binding by
the transcription factors ELK4 and GATA3,
and FOXA1 and E2F1 was shown to underlie
changes in transcriptional activity of the
target genes CCND1 and FGFR2, respectively
(French et al., Am J Hum Genet. 2013; 92:
489; Meyer et al., Am J Hum Genet. 2013; 93:
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1046). Our findings highlight that regulatory
mechanisms at risk loci are highly complex.
(2) Gene regulatory analysis of FGFR2
signalling
The FGFR2 (fibroblast growth factor receptor
2) locus has consistently given the strongest
association signal in breast cancer GWAS. A
SNP in intron 2 of the gene is associated with
increased risk of ER+ breast cancer, probably
acting through increased gene expression.
Downstream signalling from FGFR2 is through
grb2, sos and ras, but this does not provide
insight into the mechanisms of increased
susceptibility. We took a different, networkbased, approach. We constructed a breast
cancer transcription factor based network
using the ARACNE algorithm (in collaboration
with the Califano lab, Columbia University) on
published gene expression datasets. We then
used three different experimental systems
to compare gene expression levels in MCF‑7
cells before and after induction of FGFR2
signalling. The sets of differentially expressed
genes were superimposed on the networks
(Figure 1). We found that the five transcription
factors and regulons that were consistently
enriched for FGFR2-regulated genes across all
the experiments included ESR1, FOXA1, and
GATA 3, already implicated in breast cancer.
The other two were SPDEF, also reported to
show somatic alterations in breast cancer,
and PTTG1, a known driver of proliferation
(Figure 1) (Fletcher et al., Nat Commun.
2013; 4: 2464). This result shows that a
major component of the FGFR2 effect on
susceptibility is mediated through oestrogen
receptor signalling networks – perhaps not
unexpected, but a demonstration that the
network approach can provide insights that
the conventional pathway analysis may not.
(3) Extension of the gene regulatory network
analysis: heterogeneity of mechanism
The most important practical consequence
of the polygenic model is that it implies a
distribution of risk in the population. The
analogy is to think of genetic variants as a
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Figure 2
Distribution of the eQTLs
associated with the top 68
breast GWAS loci across
the unfiltered breast cancer
network. Circles represent
regulons, named by their
master regulator. Intensity of
red colour indicates degree of
enrichment of each regulon
for GWAS - eQTLs. The
highly enriched regulons are
concentrated around the ESR1/
FOXA1/GATA3 group shown in
Figure 1.
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hand of cards dealt out at conception. A
woman might be at high risk of breast cancer
because she has inherited say 100 out of 500
possible higher risk variants. The question is,
does the large number of different possible
combinations of variants imply a similarly
large number of different mechanisms –
which would be difficult to unravel and
difficult to target for prevention – or do these
combinations all converge in the end on a
small number of common mechanisms?
If this were true, the problem would be far
more tractable. To address this, we have taken
two approaches:
(1) An extension of variant set enrichment
analysis to show that the set of FGFR2regulated genes are themselves enriched
among the eQTLs at the top 68 breast cancer
GWAS loci: that is, among the genes whose
expression is altered by the SNPs that lie in
the same haplotype block as the ‘tagging
SNP’ detected by GWAS. This result implies a
degree of clustering of mechanism around
the FGFR2 pathway among the top breast
GWAS hits.
(2) A wider look at the distribution of the
eQTLs related to the top GWAS loci across
the regulons in the entire breast cancer
regulatory network. Our preliminary results
(Figure 2) (unpublished) suggest a markedly
non-random distribution, which implies that
mechanisms of polygenic susceptibility may
be less heterogeneous that we had feared.
In the future, we will extend these results,
and apply the same approaches to lung
cancer. Here our underlying hypothesis is
that smokers may be at differing risk of lung
cancer, depending on their geneticallyinfluenced airway responses to cigarette
smoke injury. We will use network-based
comparison of gene expression patterns in
smokers with and without lung cancer to
search for such differences.
Publications listed on page 67
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Molecular and Computational
Diagnostics
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/nitzanrosenfeld

Blood plasma of cancer patients contains DNA
fragments that originate from the tumour. We leverage
advanced genomic technologies to extract information
from these fragments, using them as a “liquid biopsy” for
noninvasive diagnostics and research into the evolution
of cancer resistance to therapy.
Group Leader

Nitzan Rosenfeld
Graduate Students
Francesco Marass
Muhammed Murtaza
Postdoctoral Scientists
Tim Forshew
Florent Mouliere*
Dana Wai Yi Tsui
Lab Manager
Davina Gale
Visiting Clinical Scientists
Keval Patel
Andrea Ruiz-Valdepeñas*

Cancer is a disease of the genome,
characterized by and caused by variable
patterns of genomic alterations. Cancer
is difficult to treat because every cancer
is different, and can further evolve over
time and in response to treatment. Current
methods for monitoring cancer dynamics are
limited: protein markers and imaging estimate
tumour burden, but can’t assess genomic
status. Biopsies give a snapshot of genomic
changes, but can’t be used repeatedly. Better
methods to study tumour evolution can
promote research and greatly improve cancer
care.
Non-invasive diagnostic tools for cancer
using circulating DNA
We employ emerging molecular technologies
to develop new diagnostic approaches. Our
focus is on circulating tumour DNA (ctDNA)
as a noninvasive modality to assess evolution
of solid malignancies. This is DNA originating
from cancer cells, carrying tumour-specific
genomic alterations, that is present as short
cell-free fragments in body fluids such as
blood plasma. ctDNA can be collected
noninvasively via blood samples and has the
potential to be immensely informative.

Figure 1
Workflow for measurement of
circulating tumour-specific DNA
as a personalised biomarker.
DNA obtained from a patient’s
tumour or biopsy sample is
used to identify tumour-specific
genomic alterations. Assays
are designed to specifically
measure these tumour-specific
DNA sequences. The assays
are used to measure circulating
tumour DNA levels in blood
samples from the same patient.
These data are interpreted
together with clinical and other
diagnostic information and can
inform on tumour changes.
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Tumour biopsy
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Personalised
assays

The field of prenatal diagnostics is
revolutionised by non-invasive tests that assay
fetal DNA fragments in maternal plasma.
Parallel progress in cancer has been lagging,
because genomic loci of interest are not
well defined, and levels of tumour DNA in
plasma are variable and generally lower: 2 ml
of plasma may contain as many as 10,000
copies of DNA from healthy cells but only a
few dozen copies of the tumour genome.
The mechanisms through which tumour
DNA reaches blood circulation are unclear,
although fragmentation patterns of DNA in
the plasma suggest it may originate from
cell death. Overall levels of circulating DNA
are higher in cancer patients compared with
healthy controls, but these differences are
not consistent enough for robust diagnostic
tools. Maturation of genomic technologies
empowers a different approach that focuses
on those fragments that carry cancer
mutations.
We use a combination of molecular methods
such as next-generation sequencing and
digital PCR, and develop bespoke data
analysis algorithms that allow such data to
be used for sensitive measurement of rare
alleles. We apply these methods to monitor
mutation status and circulating tumour DNA
levels in serial samples collected from patients
during treatment and follow-up, in close
collaboration with clinical and translational
research groups. High levels of circulating
tumour DNA in cancer patients are a bad
prognostic indicator. Changes in circulating
tumour DNA levels may indicate response to
therapy or disease progression, and indeed
may prove to be the earliest indicator of
changes to tumour burden (Dawson et al., N
Engl J Med 2013; 368: 1199) (Figure 1).
We have developed methods that allow us
to use circulating tumour DNA as a “liquid
biopsy” to analyse cancer mutations in a
non-invasive way (Forshew et al., Sci Transl

Figure 2
This patient presented with
advanced ovarian cancer,
and was treated by debulking
surgery and chemotherapy.
Sequencing of an initial biopsy
sample (from the right ovary)
identified a mutation in TP53,
a known tumour-suppressor
gene. Fifteen months after
surgery, the patient relapsed.
We analysed DNA from a
plasma sample using a method
we developed called TAm-Seq
(for Tagged-Amplicon deep
Sequencing), which identified
an unexpected mutation in
EGFR, a known oncogene
which can be inhibited by
targeted therapies. The same
mutation was present in an
additional sample collected
10 months later. Retrospective
analysis of multiple samples
removed at the time of initial
surgery showed than the
mutation in EGFR was present
as a minor sub-clone in tumour
masses from the omentum
(adapted from Forshew et
al., Sci Transl Med 2012; 4:
136ra68).
Plasma sample
at progression

Plasma sample
before treatment
Treatment

Analysis of
mutations in
plasma DNA
Mutations

Allele Fraction

Exome
sequencing

Allele Fraction

Figure 3
Identification of treatmentassociated mutational changes
from exome sequencing of
serial plasma samples: plasma
is collected at multiple timepoints during treatment and
follow-up of advanced cancer
patients. Exome sequencing
is performed on circulating
DNA from plasma collected
before and after treatment.
Mutations are identified and
their abundance (allele fraction)
at different time- points are
compared, generating lists
of mutations that showed
a significant increase in
abundance. These may indicate
underlying selection pressures
associated with specific
treatments (from Murtaza et al.,
Nature 2013; 497: 108).

Med 2012; 4: 136ra68) (Figure 2). This can
identify if a tumour is likely to respond to
novel therapies that target specific cancer
mutations or molecular pathways, through
analysis of a blood test, and can reduce the
dependence on obtaining a tumour biopsy
which involves invasive procedures. This is
especially helpful in clinical scenarios where
obtaining a biopsy is not possible due to
risks to the patient, but also opens up the
possibility of repeated or serial analysis for
such mutations during treatment and patient
follow-up.

Mutations

Non-invasive analysis of cancer evolution
and resistance to therapy using circulating
DNA
At present, a significant effort in cancer
research is in understanding the roles of
tumour heterogeneity and evolution on
drug response and resistance. Much of this
depends to date on collection of multiple
biopsy samples from generous patients,
which limits its applicability and adds
complexity and costs. Together with the
Caldas and Brenton labs, we have recently
shown that analysis of serial plasma samples
can be used to identify mutations that are
selected for when cancer relapses after
therapy, and are therefore likely to contribute
to resistance to the therapy (Murtaza et
al., Nature 2013; 497: 108) (Figure 3). We
are further developing these approaches,
which can provide data in a non-invasive
manner and can greatly enhance the pace of
research.
Publications listed on page 67

Identification of
mutations
selected by
treatment
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Mammary Stem Cell Biology
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/johnstingl
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My laboratory is interested in identifying and
characterising the cells that make up the normal
mammary epithelium, and how these cells relate
to those present in different types of human breast
tumours. We are particularly interested in studying
mammary stem and progenitor cells since we
hypothesise that these cells are the initial targets for
malignant transformation. The laboratory also has an
interest in characterising the cellular hierarchies present
in human serous ovarian tumours and in normal and
malignant human prostate tumours.
My laboratory currently has three main
research themes:
1. Determining the cells of origin of different
types of breast cancer
Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease
with at least five molecular subtypes and
18 histological subtypes identified. Our
laboratory is interested in elucidating
the mechanisms that account for this
heterogeneity. One possible mechanism
is that different types of breast cancers
initiate in, and are propagated by, different
types of mammary cells. We have recently
identified three novel types of progenitor
cells within the mammary epithelium and
we are currently investigating how they
relate to breast tumours. We are doing this
by using engineered viruses to introduce
common oncogenic mutations into different
cellular backgrounds to see if these specific
mutations preferentially exert their effects in
specific types of cells.

left in 2013

†

2. Characterisation of the hierarchical
relationships present in human high-grade
serous ovarian tumours (collaborative project
with James Brenton, CRUK CI and Benjamin
Simons, Cavendish Laboratory)
Serous ovarian cancer is an aggressive disease
that initially responds to chemotherapy, but
approximately 70% of patients will relapse
and become resistant to therapy. It is our
hypothesis that this resistance is mediated
by the emergence of a subpopulation of
ovarian cancer cells that have stem-like
properties and are normally quiescent, and
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thus intrinsically resistant to chemotherapy.
The approach we are taking to investigate this
is by determining the cell cycle kinetics of
different types of tumour cells and by tracking
the growth and differentiation properties of
individual cancer cell clones during tumour
growth in the presence and absence of
chemotherapy.
3. Characterisation of the normal and
malignant prostate epithelial cell hierarchy
(collaborative project with David Neal, CRUK
CI)
There are many similarities between prostate
tissue and mammary tissue since both are
secretory glands composed of similar cell
lineages, and both are sex-steroid responsive.
We are applying our expertise in the
characterisation of the mammary epithelial
cell hierarchy to the prostate epithelial cell
hierarchy. We have recently identified a novel
cell type present in the normal prostate and
we are investigating the role of these cells in
the emergence of castrate-resistant prostate
cancer.
Publications listed on page 68

Figure 1
Immunostaining of a mammary
gland showing the presence
of proliferating (green) cells
that do not express either the
estrogen receptor (yellow) or
CD49b (red). We hypothesize
that these cells are a potential
cell of origin of breast tumours.
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Statistics and Computational Biology
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/simontavare

Our work has continued its focus on three main areas:
Statistical methods for the analysis of next‑generation
sequencing data, evolutionary approaches to cancer
and methods for the analysis of genomics data.

Group Leader
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We are continuing our collaboration with the
International Cancer Genome Consortium
projects on oesophageal adenocarcinoma,
led by Professor Rebecca Fitzgerald from
the MRC Cancer Unit, and prostate cancer,
co-led by Professor David Neal (CRUK CI).
These projects, funded by Cancer Research
UK, are sequencing many tumour-normal
samples, and should provide interesting
and medically relevant information about
the aberrations that occur in the genomes
of these cancers. In both projects we are
investigating the integration of multiple data
types, the heterogeneity of tumours and their
evolutionary history, with analysis methods
being developed to facilitate these aims. A
dedicated analysis group is now in place
focusing on the International Cancer Genome
Consortium (ICGC). The Bioinformatics core
facility led by Dr Matt Eldridge in the CRUK CI
and members of the Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute collaborate with us in this work.
We have continued our collaboration with
the Winton laboratory on characterizing
the stochastic processes that govern how
cells carrying a mutation can gain a clonal
advantage in intestinal tumours. Biases in
these processes were elucidated in an article
published this year in Science (Figure 1).
Illumina technologies (both sequencing
and BeadArray) are essential tools in cancer
studies, and we, in collaboration with Mark
Dunning (Bioinformatics core) and Matt
Ritchie (WEHI, Australia), continue to update
and support the beadarray Bioconductor
package in order to facilitate transparent and
flexible statistical analyses of full bead-level
data. We have developed over 20 software
packages, and our group is committed to
providing open source computational tools
for the analysis of sequencing data. We ran
the European Bioconductor Developers’
Meeting in December. We have a number of
other ongoing collaborations within the CRUK
CI, in particular with the Narita and Rosenfeld
labs. We continue to study intra‑tumour
heterogeneity in glioblastoma with Dr Colin
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Watts’ lab in Clinical Neurosciences. This
has led, inter alia, to the development of
novel statistical methods for the analysis of
transposable data, particularly in the “p >> n”
setting typified by expression data sampled
from multiple sites in the tumour.
We have continued our research in the area
of evolutionary methods in cancer biology,
focussing in particular on: (i) spatial stochastic
models for the evolution of tumours. Such
models allow us to study cancer stem cells
by comparing the dynamics of particular
molecular markers; (ii) Approximate Bayesian
computation (ABC) for inference, particularly
in the setting in which observations from
the underlying model cannot be simulated
sufficiently quickly; (iii) Methods for estimating
the complexity of sequencing libraries, and
on the evolution of post-stationary phase
mutants in E. coli.
The lab has several new recruits this year.
Achilleos Achilleas, Lawrence Bower and
Haleh Yasrebi joined the Oesophageal
ICGC bioinformatics team. Henry Farmery
completed the MPhil in Computational
Biology and joined the lab as a PhD student.
Alexey Larionov joined the lab as a joint
postdoc, supported by an ERC grant to
Dr Marc Tischkowitz in the Department of
Medical Genetics. Dr Von Bing Yap from
the National University of Singapore visited
the lab, and Dr Alexandra Jauhiainen made
another visit from the Karolinska Institute in
Stockholm.
Charlotte Anderson, one of the ICGC
bioinformaticians, returned to Australia. Mike
Smith completed his PhD and continued
as a postdoc with support from the EU FP7,
and Jonathan Cairns submitted his PhD
in September. Nick Shannon became a
medical student at the National University of
Singapore.
Publications listed on page 68, software
packages listed on page 71
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Stem cell dynamics in
tumour initiation illustrated
by quantifying the clonal
benefit of KrasG12D (from
Vermeulen et al., Science
2013; 342: 995). (A) Intestinal
stem cells are equipotent
and continuously replace
each other in a stochastic
fashion. (B) Confocal images
of SI crypt bottoms of AhCreER/
tdTom–/fl mice (WT) and
AhCreER/tdTom–/fl/Kras-G12Dfl
(KrasG12D) at the indicated time
points after clone induction.
Clone sizes are indicated as
fractions (in eighths) of the
crypt circumference. Blue,
nuclear stain (DAPI); red,
tdTom expression; scale bars
represent 30mm. (C and D)
The distribution of clone
sizes and the corresponding
distribution changes caused
by the activation of Kras can
be captured using stochastic
models. The models describe
the competition between the
stem cells and summarise the
fitness of the mutant stem
cell via PR, the probability that
the mutant will replace its
neighbour. A value of PR = 0.5
means that the mutant stem
cell is as fit as the WT cells
and a value of 1 means that
the mutant cell systematically
outcompetes the WT cells.
Bayesian inference allows us
to formally match the model
to the clone size distribution
data and infer the fitness of the
mutant cells. When applied to
WT data (C), the model predicts
a fitness of 0.5, whereas for
Kras (D) there is a fitness
advantage. The fact that the
value is lower than 1 indicates
that there is still an on-going
competition.
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Cancer and Intestinal Stem Cells
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/dougwinton

We address how biology of stem cells is exploited
to maintain intestinal cancers by developing new
functional approaches to assaying stem cells in situ.
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Renewing tissues and many cancers are
maintained by a small number of longlived stem cells. Most models of stem cell
organisation take account of their longevity
and assume that they are stable populations
carrying unique identifying characteristics.
For decades the assays used to test different
cell populations for their ‘stemness’ have
appeared consistent with such deterministic
models. These assays commonly challenge
the ability of cells, separated into discrete
populations based on the expression of cell
surface antigens, to undergo growth when
cultured or engrafted. Cells able to support
long-term growth are viewed as being
synonymous with stem cells.
However, this interpretation now seems
too simplistic. For example: cell fate is
likely determined by small changes in the
expression of regulatory transcription factors
in the context of transcriptional networks; the
cell surface signatures of stem cells may not
be as stable over time as previously thought;
the success of stem cell engraftment may
be partly determined by properties of the
recipient rather than the transplanted cells
(Chang et al., Nature 2008; 453: 544;
Quintana et al., Nature 2008; 456: 593).
Rather stem cell biology may be driven by
stochastic switching between different states
in response to variations in the balance of
signals coming from complex transcriptional
networks. In accordance with this view we
have previously demonstrated, by following
the dynamics of clonal growth in situ, that
intestinal stem cell turnover is a constant and
rapid stochastic process that follows a pattern
of neutral drift (Lopez-Garcia et al., Science
2010; 330: 822).
Our approach is pragmatic: to identify novel
ways of assaying stem cells in situ with
respect to the functional end-points that are
integral to their biology.
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How many stem cells?
In 2010 we thought we knew how many
stem cells were responsible for maintaining
the intestinal epithelium because we could
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identify them both morphologically and by
their expression of stem cell markers such as
Lgr5. However, this was an assumption that
remained untested. In seeking independent
confirmation we have developed a novel
method of continuous labelling that acts
to mark individual cells with a reporter
by detecting replication errors that can
probabilistically cause a frame-shift mutation
and reporter gene expression. By subsequent
analysis of the resultant clonal patterns we
were able to show that there was linear
accumulation of mutated clones with age.
Moreover, intestinal crypts were either
wholly or partly populated by clones. We
attempted to infer the stem cell dynamics
that produced these patterns. Unexpectedly
the mathematical simulations and Bayesian
inferences used identified fewer stem cells
than recognised previously. By revisiting
our original data and performing additional
analyses we were able to show that the
original assumption that all Lgr5+ cells
contributed to clone dynamics was incorrect.
Rather only about a half to a third of them are
acting to maintain the tissue in homeostasis,
indicating that there is redundancy or
additional factors required. The insights
gained from this alternative approach can be
best illustrated by applying it to adenomas
arising in the intestine following oncogenic
transformation: several hundred candidate
stem cells are present in each adenoma gland
as suggested by expression of a stem cell
specific ‘marker’ but less than 10 are actively
responsible for their maintenance (Figure 1).
Role of quiescent cells
Label retaining cells, identified by their ability
to sequester and retain label, have long been
considered synonymous with quiescent stem
cells. Using inducible expression of nuclearlocalised fluorescent protein (Histone H2BYFP) we have identified a population of cryptbase cells that appear to divide either very
slowly or to be quiescent. Conventional views
of stem cell organisation would place these
cells as potential long-lived cells acting at the
apex of a proliferative hierarchy. However,
such an interpretation is not compatible with

Figure 1
Photomicrograph of an
intestinal adenoma containing
a reporter positive clone
(magenta). Such intratumour
clones arise stochastically by
spontaneous mutations and are
characteristically few in number
and relatively large. Quantitative
analyses allows the inference
that this is a result of small
numbers of tumour stem cells
in each gland of the adenoma.

simultaneously activated allowing mutated
cells and clones to be tracked in detail.
Clones expressing only the reporter acted as
controls.

the dynamics that we have documented:
rapid stem cell turnover with neutral drift. It
now appears that these cells are committed
to become secretory Paneth cells and
do not normally contribute to stem cell
maintenance. In coming to this conclusion
we performed a novel lineage tracing
experiment based on Cre-complementation
that permitted quiescent cells to be clonally
marked and their fate established for the
first time. This established that quiescent
cells do not normally contribute to the stem
cell population. However, they can do so
following injury illustrating that they can
be recalled to the stem cell compartment.
Importantly similar quiescent secretory cells
are found in tumours and are also clonogenic
under regenerative conditions.
Clonal advantage and biased drift
The observation of neutral drift describes the
neutral fate of cells that are randomly marked
and with a fate determined stochastically.
However the initiation of cancer and
associated overgrowth of cells suggests
that the fate of pro-oncogenic mutations is
not neutral. To investigate the role of such
mutations on the early clone dynamics we
induced low level clonal recombination using
conditional, tamoxifen inducible Cre lines to
inactivate the Apc and p53 tumour suppressor
genes and to activate an oncogenic
version of Kras. A fluorescent reporter was

As expected the size distribution of clones
expressing only a reporter cassette increased
with time in a manner characteristic of
neutrality and that is explained by 50:50
probability of survival at each round of
stem cell replacement. In contrast clones
lacking Apc (either due to heterozygous or
homozygous loss) or with activated Kras
showed a departure from a neutral fate:
surviving clones were larger than expected at
all times and more rapidly populated whole
crypts. In interpreting these altered clone
size distributions we inferred how the normal
dynamics might be skewed at the level of
individual stem cells at the point of divisions
that resulted in loss or expansion events.
Dramatic effects were observed for Kras and
Apc (homozygous loss) with expansion now
favouring these mutations in the ratios of
70:30 and 60:40 respectively.
Strikingly our interpretation shows that
although such oncogenic mutations are
favoured they are not inevitably predestined
to becoming fixed within the tissue.
Rather they are still subject to loss due
to the stochastic nature of the stem cell
replacement. This demonstrates a protective
effect of the cell organization and tissue
architecture of the intestine. One result of
this protection is that the rare loss of two
Apc alleles in any one crypt will more often
require more than two ‘hits’.
With respect to p53 we observed that
simple loss of function of this protein (due
to expression of a dominant-negative allele)
conferred no advantage in homeostasis.
However, p53 deficient clones occurring
on a background of chemically induced
inflammation and colitis do prove to have
a significant growth advantage. This reveals
that the context in which pro-oncogenic
mutations occur can influence their early fate
from the point of appearance in the tissue.
In the case of p53, mutations are notably
associated with the human cancers arising in
patients with colitis.
Publications listed on page 69
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Core Facilities

The CRUK CI’s Core Facilities provide state-of-the-art
services and equipment to support the cutting-edge
research of the Institute, as well as working towards
applying new technologies to cancer research. Each
facility has a team of scientific staff who provide scientific
support, advice, and training for all Institute researchers and
students in the use of their facility’s particular speciality, as
well as keeping fully up-to-date on developing
technologies.
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Bioinformatics

www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/bioinformatics-core

We provide a data analysis and statistics consulting service
to CRUK CI scientists and develop software and analysis
pipelines to support high-throughput technologies.

Core Facility Manager

Matthew Eldridge
Staff
Richard Bowers
Tom Carroll
Sarah Dawson
Mark Dunning
Silvia Halim
Suraj Menon
Anne Pajon
Deepak Parashar*
Rory Stark
Sarah Vowler

High-throughput sequencing applications
have continued to be a major theme for
the group over the past year, with ongoing
development of our analysis pipelines for
ChIP-seq experiments to explore DNAprotein binding and for re-sequencing of
cancer genomes to identify mutations
implicated in the disease. In addition, we
carried out a detailed comparison of RNAseq and oligonucleotide arrays, in which
the same biological samples were analysed
on both platforms for two separate studies,
to support the transition from arrays to
sequencing for gene expression profiling;
this has influenced the design of experiments
based on the newer technology as well as the
bioinformatics analysis approach.
An important aspect of the Core’s work
is the development of bioinformatics
infrastructure for processing sequencing data
and managing the end-to-end process from
sample submission to data delivery. Working
with the Genomics Core, we have deployed
a new commercial laboratory information

Figure
High-throughput sequencing
has greater sensitivity than
microarrays to detect changes
in gene expression levels.
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management system (LIMS) to track and help
manage the laboratory and bioinformatics
workflows for the sequencing instruments.
We continue to work closely with our
colleagues in Genomics and have jointly been
running weekly project review/experimental
design meetings.
We ran training courses on microarray
analysis and high-throughput sequencing
using bioinformatics software from the
Bioconductor project. The introductory
statistics course remains hugely popular and
is being revised based on the R statistical
programming language. We will also be
providing more support for cancer biologists
wishing to learn how to analyse their own
data using R by helping to deliver beginners’
courses run through the University at the
Department of Genetics.
Publications listed on page 69, software
packages listed on page 71.

Biological Resources Unit

The BRU facility within the CRUK CI offers both a stateof-the-art animal facility and a variety of associated
services to our staff and collaborators.

Core Facility Manager

Allen Hazlehurst

Housing to match the containment level/risk
The facility can house animals within a barrier
and a conventional housing regime, which
provides flexibility in terms of biosecurity/
containment and individual access. The
conventional suite was primarily set up to
allow animals with certain named pathogens
to be housed and imaged within the CRUK
CI, using facilities such as our Xenogen, MRI
multi-proton microscope and PET/SPECT
scanners, and enabling ease of staff access.
The Barrier Area provides a more secure
environment for breeding/founder stock. CL2
products can also be used in dedicated space
in each area.
The facility is IVC based (individually vented
cages), although there is the option to house
a small number of animals in isolators. These
two systems offer the greatest protection in
terms of disease biosecurity and operator
protection. A dedicated husbandry team
operates 365 days a year and are also able
to carry out specialist technical and licensed
procedures on behalf of a researcher, subject
to legislative and cross charging rules.
Import/export programme
The animal model service at the CRUK CI has
the responsibility of arranging the importation
and exportation of whole animals, tissues
and/or embryos and sperm to/from any
external collaborators and/or commercial
establishment located either nationally or
internationally. As part of the service we carry
out the following:
• Source particular strains
• Identify and apply for required government
licences
• Complete import and excise paperwork
• Find the most suitable shipping agents
• Arrange transportation
• Liaise with both the shipping agents and
the external collaborators.
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Transgenic service
Our dedicated Transgenic team offer services
including the cryopreservation of embryonic
and sperm cells, the derivation of new mouse

ES cell lines, siRNA transgenesis or embryo
aggregation, embryo or oocyte collection and
transgenic advice.
Animal Management System
All animals held in the BRU are registered in
the Animal Management System database.
The system enables: cage management, cost
recovery, health concern management, and
experimental basics, supporting effective
colony management.
Regulatory compliance and NTCO
The use of animals for scientific procedures
is controlled by the Animals (Scientific
Procedures) Act 1986. Three licences are
required to be in place before any regulated
procedures can take place and competency
must have been achieved and assessed.
These are: a personal licence (PIL), a project
licence (PPL) and an establishment licence
(PEL). A regulated procedure under the Act
is described as any experimental procedure
applied to a protected animal that may
cause pain, suffering, distress or lasting
harm, which also includes breeding. The
regulatory compliance group offers a wide
range of licensing tools and up to date advice
designed to ensure that all local and national
requirements have been appropriately
addressed both at the beginning and
throughout the duration of research projects.
The named training and competency officer
helps arrange training and assessment
sessions and provides a central area where all
training records are held.
Tumour Models Core (TMC)
The initial and current primary focus of
this new service is to provide a centralised,
genetically engineered mouse model of
pancreatic cancer – the KPC model – which
faithfully recapitulates the human disease.
The TMC identifies and supplies these mice
for use in pre-clinical studies, and offers
training to researchers. Services also include a
GEM model of prostate and surgical support
including tissue implantation and passaging
(e.g. human patient-derived xenograft breast
cancer project).
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Biorepository and Cell Services
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/biorepository-core

We provide up-to-date expertise and training in all
aspects of cell culture and biobanking. Our service allows
simple access to storage, tracking and risk management
of a variety of biological samples.

Core Facility Manager

Bob Geraghty
Scientific Officers
Petra Chovancova†
Research Assistants
Matthew Maggiolini*
Preetha Viswanathan*
Senior Scientific Officer
Jorgelina Trueba-Lopez

Cell culture
Most CRUK CI laboratories use the facility
and we provide basic cell culture training, a
weekly mycoplasma testing service (Figure 1),
a batch testing service for serum and other
cell culture media components, and quality
controlled bulk culture of research cell lines,
including mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs).
We also offer a monthly routine human cell
line authentication service using multiplex
PCR and short tandem repeat (STR) profiling,
which includes a mouse specific primer pair
to detect any mouse cell contamination
of human cell lines. These tests confirm
integrity of research data and are becoming a
requirement for publication in many leading
journals, as such demand has increased.
We support four heavily-used Essen
BioScience IncuCyte™ instruments which
are compact, automated imaging platforms
designed to provide kinetic, non-invasive live
cell imaging. The instruments are located in a
5% CO2 incubator and acquire high definition
phase contrast and fluorescent images of
live, in vitro cell cultures. Custom image
processing software calculates a variety of
metrics, such as cell proliferation, invasion
and migration assays, growth curves and
optimisation of cell based assays and cell
culture media components.
We host an annual cell culture workshop
where a panel of guest experts in the field
offer help and advice to our scientists.
We have been collaborating with the Caldas
laboratory and Histopathology core facility
to produce a tissue microarray consisting of

Figure 1
Total number of cell lines tested
for mycoplasma at the CRUK
CI, 2007–2013
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38 well-characterised breast cancer cell lines,
which will be a valuable shared resource for
CRUK CI scientists.
We have also co-authored and submitted a
paper entitled “Guidelines for the use of cell
lines in biomedical research”. These guidelines
were prepared during 2013 by an ad hoc
committee of international experts in cell
biology and cell culture and are an update
of the 1999 United Kingdom Coordinating
Committee on Cancer Research Guidelines for
the Use of Cell Lines in Cancer Research. The
aim of this revised document is to highlight all
major issues that might be encountered when
deriving and using cell cultures for biomedical
research and to provide recommendations
as to how they can be identified, avoided and
where possible eliminated.
The Human Tissue Act
This year saw another increase in the number
of human tissue samples we received, both
for general research, and clinical trials use.
Our staff advise on, monitor and control the
import, use, storage and disposal of human
tissue samples for research, to ensure full
compliance with the Human Tissue Act
(2004) and the Human Tissue Authority (HTA)
Codes of Practice, a statutory requirement for
all research involving human tissue samples.
We advise on how to request human tissue
samples from the Addenbrooke’s Hospital
tissue bank and other sources and how to
obtain research ethics committee approval
for new research projects involving the use of
human tissues.
Future developments
We are exploring live cell imaging platforms,
with a particular interest in imaging 3D
events such as spheroid growth, cell invasion
and angiogenesis. We are looking at the
possibility of operating one of our IncuCyte™
instruments in hypoxic conditions, which
more closely mimics the in vivo conditions
of tumours. Finally, we are examining the
feasibility of offering some of our current
services to external Cambridge researchers.

Flow Cytometry

www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/flow-cytometry-core

Core Facility Manager

Richard Grenfell
Scientific Officer
Loïc Tauzin†
Senior Scientific Officer
Nina Lane
Visiting Worker
Lizz Grimwade

The Flow Cytometry core facility provides state-of-theart flow cytometric instrumentation, technical expertise,
training, and software analysis in a collaborative
environment. Our mission is to develop cytometric
technologies that will best assist CRUK CI researchers
in finding answers for the treatment, prevention, and
understanding of cancer.
Services
Our lab offers a full range of educational
and cytometric services that includes
immunophenotyping, cell cycle analysis,
translocation and co-localisation of cell
activation markers, chromatin density, and
apoptotic and necrotic analysis. In addition
we are capable of performing cell sorting
for researchers so that they can isolate cell
populations needed for further studies.
Users are offered an array of educational
programs in the theory, anatomy, applications
and science of flow cytometry. Additional
workshops are offered on data analysis
using all of our software programs and on
practical applications of current protocols in
cytometry. We also collaborate with other
scientists in the Cambridge Cancer Centre on
our specialised equipment.

The laser pathway and flowcell
in a LSR II flow cytometer.

Equipment
FACS Aria SORP (BD Biosciences) – The Aria
is a high-speed sorter. It is equipped with five
lasers: a UV, 407nm, 445nm, 488nm, and
633nm. Our optical configuration allows us to
see three UV, six violet, three indigo, six blue
and three red parameters.
LSR II (BD Biosciences) – The LSR II is an
analytical bench top flow cytometer. It
is comprised of four lasers: a UV, a violet
(407nm), a blue (488 nm) and a red (633 nm).
Our optical configurations allow users to see
two UV, six violet, seven blue and three red
fluorescent parameters.
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ImageStream (Amnis) – The powerful
combination of quantitative image analysis
and flow cytometry in a single platform
creates exceptional new experimental
capabilities. 405nm, 488nm and 635nm
lasers for four colour/six parameter analysis
as well as EDF capability for FISH analysis are
available.
Influx Cell Sorter (BD Biosciences) – This
high speed cell sorter is contained within
a biosafety cabinet to enable the isolation
of cell populations from human tissue. It
has four lasers at 405nm, 488nm, 561nm,
640nm and is equipped with 12 fluorescence
detectors.
RoboSep (Stem Cell Technologies) –
This magnetic bead separator unit has
customisable programs allowing positive or
negative selection of virtually any cell type
from any species. Up to four samples can be
processed simultaneously.
Vi-CELL (Beckman Coulter) – The Vi-CELL
automates the widely accepted trypan blue
cell exclusion method, with video imaging
of the flow-through cell, to obtain results
in minutes. The software conforms to key
regulatory requirements with its electronic
signature capability, audit trail, secure user
sign on and user level permissions for clinical
or preclinical studies.

FACS Caliburs (BD Biosciences) – These
flow cytometers are routinely used for
phenotyping (to look at antigen, cytokine,
or GFP expression), cell cycle analysis, and
apoptosis studies. They are equipped with
488nm and 635nm lasers that allow users six
parameter analysis.
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Genomics

www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/genomics-core

We provide access to state-of-the-art DNA and RNA
analysis instruments, methods and applications, and in
particular next generation sequencing.

Core Facility Manager

James Hadfield
Scientific Officers
Hannah Haydon
Fatimah Madni
Claire Fielding†
Rosalind Launchbury*
Senior Scientific Officer
Michelle Pugh
Deputy Manager
Sarah Leigh-Brown

Genomics has access to the latest
sequencing and microarray technologies to
analyse genomic data. Currently nearly all
data are generated using next-generation
DNA sequencing (NGS), microarrays or
quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR). We have
multiple Illumina NGS instruments, allowing
unbiased genome-wide experiments to be
performed that enable researchers to see,
at base-pair resolution, what the underlying
sequence differences are in cancer
genomes. We are currently using commercial
microarray systems from Illumina, Agilent and
Affymetrix to analyse, among others: gene
expression, gene copy number, methylation,
and microRNA expression. Much of this work
is being supplanted by NGS.
We use two Applied Biosystems 7900s to
carry out real-time PCR, mostly for lower
throughput gene expression analysis but
also for SNP genotyping, allelic expression
and copy number. We have a Fluidigm
Biomark™ instrument that allows analysis of
approximately 2,000-10,000 gene expression
data-points in a single run, single cell gene
expression analysis and digital PCR. We use the
Fluidigm Access Array™ for target enrichment
and library preparation prior to NGS.
Other technologies in the facility include the
Agilent Bioanalyzer capillary electrophoresis
system for QC of samples before genomic
analysis, an Invitrogen Qubit® for fluorometric
quantification of nucleic acids, a Covaris
DNA sonicator, a Tecan Freedom EVO® robot
for automated liquid handling, and Qiagen
robotics for nucleic acid extraction.

These tools in Genomics help researchers to
understand the cancer genome, unravel the
genetic causes of cancer and develop new
methods for diagnosis and treatment. Cancer
genomics has been revolutionised by NGS
technology and we help CRUK CI scientists
answer their research questions in this area.
In 2013 Institute researchers showed that it is
possible to sequence the exome of a tumour
from circulating DNA (Murtaza et al., Nature
2013: 497; 108). Another proof-of-concept
study showed that ctDNA can be used as a
‘liquid biopsy’ during the course of a patient’s
treatment (Dawson et al., NEJM 2013: 368;
1199). It is likely to be several years before
these technical advances become clinical
tools. However, we can now sequence a
cancer genome in 24 hours, last year this took
five days and two years ago several weeks.
Illumina NGS: We make extensive use of the
Illumina NGS instruments (Figure 1), which
keep the CRUK CI at the forefront of genomic
research. However, the technology continues
to develop and Jason Carroll’s group recently
published a novel method called RIME (rapid
immunoprecipitation mass spectrometry of
endogenous proteins) to detect interacting
proteins in ChIP complexes using NGS and
mass spectrometry (Mohammed et al., Cell
Rep. 2013; 3: 342).
Microarray: Arrays continue to be used
by many other groups at the CRUK CI.
The Caldas group explored the differential
expression of microRNAs across breast
cancer subtypes in 1300 tumours using
Agilent microarrays, and showed they have
oncogenic and tumour-suppressive roles.
(Dvinge et al., Nature. 2013; 497; 378).
An important component of the Genomics
core facility is our staff. The technologies
we use are complicated and we undertake
projects for the Institute’s research groups as
well as training individuals to use Genomics
core equipment.
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Publications listed on page 69

Histopathology and In Situ
Hybridisation
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/histopathology-core

The Histopathology/ISH core facility offers a variety of
histological techniques, immunohistochemistry, in situ
hybridisation, laser capture microdissection, as well as
automatic slide digitisation and analysis to CRUK CI
scientists.
Core Facility Manager

Will Howat
Scientific Officers
James Atkinson
Margarita Bennett
Louise Howard
Leigh-Anne McDuffus
Rebecca Sargeant
Cara Walters
Senior Scientific Officers
Julia Jones
Jodi Miller
Beverley Wilson

Histology
The facility processes, embeds and sections
human and animal tissues or cell lines into
frozen or paraffin formats and stains these
with the standard H&E or special stains, as
needed by the researcher to complement
their work. We have been increasingly using
vibratome sectioning from 50–250 μm in
thickness to examine cellular interactions
in three dimensions and for cultures of live
tissue following sectioning, with great success
(Figure 1). We have also added von Kossa for
the demonstration of calcium, Feulgen for
nuclei and the Gomori trichrome method to
our arsenal of special stains.
Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
The immunohistochemistry arm of the facility
has continued to provide high throughput
services for CRUK CI researchers, with
approximately 15,000 slides stained for
routine markers. In addition, we have been
requested to validate a further 17 antibodies
onto the Bond stainers which will become
routine markers in the future, taking the total
of validated antibodies to more than 400.
Following the purchase of the Leica Bond III
system at the beginning of the year, we have
closed down two of the Bond II systems, and
have donated one of these to the University
of Cambridge. We have continued to validate

Figure 1
A three-dimensional
reconstruction of a 300 µm
vibratome section of pancreatic
tumour which has been
cultured with a population
of immune cells (red),
demonstrating the localisation
of those cells to the tumour
(green) and the surrounding
connective tissue (blue).

dual colour IHC and aim to increase the
amount of dual immunofluorescence that we
offer.
In situ hybridisation (ISH)
In collaboration with Affymetrix, we have
been evaluating an automated version of
their manual branched DNA non-radioactive
ISH method that was validated last year.
This is designed to operate on the Leica
Bond Rx that was purchased earlier this
year and will allow full automation of the
ISH process including deparaffinisation and
pretreatment of the tissue sections. This will
enable us to run 30 slides overnight, thus
increasing the throughput of the facility
and increasing the ease of the wuse of
ISH to the Institute. In addition, we have
continued to run our standard miRNA
staining method and fluorescence ISH (FISH)
for the Y chromosome and human/mouse
centromeric regions. We aim to continue to
work on alternative amplification methods
for RNA and DNA and the dualling of these
techniques with IHC.
Digitisation and analysis
We have digitised 28,000 slides through our
three scanners (Leica Ariol SL50, Aperio XT,
Zeiss Mirax) this year. We continue to work
with increasing numbers of researchers who
are using image analysis as part of their work
as we offer nuclear, cell surface, cytoplasmic,
microvessel density and positive pixel analyses
to the scientists in the building, as well as
training in tissue recognition analysis software
where required. As part of the University of
Cambridge, we are in collaboration with other
University scientists, including those from the
Addenbrooke’s Histopathology Department,
the John van Geest Centre for Brain Repair,
the Hutchison/MRC Research Centre and the
Veterinary School for both digitisation and
image analysis.
Publications listed on page 70
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Light Microscopy

www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/light-microscopy-core

The Light Microscopy Facility provides state-of-the-art
light microscopy and develops new imaging modes.

Core Facility Manager

Stefanie Reichelt
Postdoctoral Scientist
Imran Patel
Principal Scientific Officer
Heather Zecchini
Senior Scientific Officers
Patrice Mascalchi*
Alexander Schreiner
Collaborator
Christian Steuwe

The facility specialises in: advanced live-cell
imaging using wide-field and spinning disc
imaging systems; confocal scanning light
microscopy; non-linear imaging techniques
such as multi-photon, second harmonic,
CARS and fluorescence life-time imaging
(FLIM); in vivo imaging at high-resolution;
quantitative high-content image acquisition
and analysis.

The CompuCyte iCys system is a unique
scanning system for high-content cytometry
analysis in combination with high contrast
image acquisition. Applications include
measuring ligand uptake, apoptosis, tumour
vasculature and drug distribution, DNA
damage in cancer cells and tissue microarrays
(Ireland-Zecchini et al., Curr Protoc Cytometry
2012; 59: 12.25.1).

In 2013, Patrice Mascalchi (from Rennes,
France) joined the facility with extensive
image analysis and high content imaging
expertise. Patrice has linked confocal and
wide-field imaging with the iCys imaging
cytometry for quantitative high-content
imaging and analysis experiments.

We have a range of live-cell imaging systems
for stable long-term live cell imaging
experiments including the newest sCMOS
camera (Andor eNeo) with fast frame rates.

In February 2014 we launched the
Cambridge-wide IMAGES network, which
brings together leading academics from all six
Schools, international experts and researchled industries which work on pioneering
imaging technologies and analytical
algorithms (www.images.group.cam.ac.uk).
We are using the LaVision TriMScope
system for label-free imaging studies. The
TriMScope is a fast multi-photon scanning
system, equipped with a Ti:Sapphire laser
(Chameleon, Coherent Inc.) and optical
parametric oscillator (OPO, APE) providing
fs-pulsed excitation ranging from 690nm
to 1600nm. We have added CARS imaging
to fluorescence and SHG imaging capacity
of the system in collaboration with Sumeet
Mahajan (Southampton) and Christian Steuwe
(now Leuven). Imran Patel has developed
a range of CARS applications for label-free
apoptosis and cellular stress studies related to
cancer-drug assays.

Figure
Left panel: Cell tracking for
Mitotic Index Analysis (with C-B.
Schoenlieb, DAMTP).
Middle panel: Image Analsyis of
mitotic spindle components in
3D (with F. Gergley).
Right panel: High content
Analysis with CompuCyte iCys
iGen software.
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The EMBO-funded annual course in Plymouth
has become a centre for training and
discussion in advanced optical microscope
methods (www.mba.ac.uk/embo-course/).
Research and Development
Current projects include the following:
(1) In collaboration with Carola Schoenlieb
(DAMTP, Cambridge) and Joana Grah we are
developing image analysis tools to quantify
mitotic index analysis and cell tracking in
cancer (Patrice Mascalchi with Fanni Gergely
and Isabel Peset-Martin).
(2) We are using second harmonic imaging
based on a scattered signal, e.g. to
demonstrate the formation of vessels from
endothelial cells as well as the extracellular
matrix in tumours (Alexander Schreiner with
the Griffiths group).
(3) Imran Patel is developing CARS imaging
as a method for label-free cancer studies
in collaboration with Sumeet Mahajan
(Southampton).
Publications listed on page 70

Pharmacokinetics and bioanalytics
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/pk-bioanalytics-core

We work with the remit to provide bioanalytical,
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic support for the
Institute.

Core Facility Manager

Donna Smith
Scientific Officers
Dorentina Bexheti
Lee Mendil
Senior Scientific Officer
Michael Williams
Visiting Workers
Richard Lambert
Shamik Ramaiya

Figure 1
Liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry system.
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Pharmacokinetics (PK) is the study of what
the body does to drugs. It is the mathematical
study and description of the absorption,
distribution, metabolism and excretion
processes used by the body when a drug
is administered. In order to obtain good PK
data, bioanalysis forms an integral part of the
science as we need to quantify how much
of the drug is in the body over a period of
time. To facilitate this we have two liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry systems
(LC-MS/MS) within the facility (Figure 1).
These state-of-the-art systems enable us to
detect very low levels of drugs in a variety of
biological matrices such as blood, plasma,
tumour and cell cultures. We have developed
a range of bioanalytical assays to support
various research groups ranging from small
dicarboxylic acids to steroids.
We have also developed a fast, robust
and sensitive assay for the simultaneous
detection and quantification of deoxycytidine,
hydroxymethyl-deoxycytidine, methyldeoxycytidine, deoxyadenosine and
deoxyguanosine in DNA digests. In addition
several bioanalytical assays have been validated
to support clinical trial studies with further
potential clinical trial support planned.

In terms of instrumentation, the Facility has
purchased the latest instrument in mass
spectrometry triple quadrapole technology:
an ABSciex 6500 which replaced the aging
AB4000 in January 2013. This new instrument
offers an increase in sensitivity thus providing
better assays for the quantification of low
abundance molecules such as hmdC
(hydroxymethyl-deoxycytidine) and use
of smaller sample volumes such as tissue
obtained from needle biopsies.
Pharmacodynamics (PD) is the study of what
the drug does to the body (i.e. its effect). By
relating PD effects to PK parameters, the PK/
PD relationship can be determined. To this
end, a variety of PD assays (e.g. biomarker
assays) were established to support several
clinical trials. We are looking to expand our
portfolio in the future.
As we are working with clinical samples the
facility is compliant to the MHRA guidelines
entitled ‘GCP in the Clinical Laboratory’.
In addition to the analysis of PK samples we
can also offer advice on the design of PK and
efficacy studies.
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Pre-clinical Imaging
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/preclinical-imaging-core

Pre-clinical imaging is a collaborative facility that
manages a wide range of imaging machines.

Core Facility Manager

Kevin Brindle

Core Facility Manager

John Griffiths
Staff
Madhu Basetti
Mikko Kettunen†
Scott Lyons
Dominick McIntyre
Mary McLean
Dmitry Soloviev
Alan Wright*
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Optical
IVIS 200 and IVIS lumina imaging systems
(Caliper Lifesciences) are available for wholeanimal in vivo photonic imaging, including
sensitive and relatively high-throughput in vivo
bioluminescence imaging. Typical scans take
less than one minute and up to five subjects
can be imaged at a time.
MRI
We have two Varian MRI systems; a 9.4T with
higher sensitivity, and a 7T whose smaller
susceptibility effects make it more suitable
for techniques such as echo-planar imaging.
Both perform 1H MRI and multi-nuclear MRS,
assisted by integrated monitoring, gating,
heating and anaesthesia. Our Hypersense
system is now routinely producing a
wide range of hyperpolarised substrates
for high-sensitivity 13C in vivo tumour
metabolism studies, which employ fast
spectroscopic imaging sequences. We have
implemented improved 1H MRS methods
that minimise chemical shift artefacts and
we are developing quantitative MT-MRI
and motion-insensitive DW-MRI methods
for autochthonous pancreatic tumours,
which are subject to respiratory and cardiac
motion. We also carry out 31P MRS to assess
tumour pH and energetics, dynamic contrastenhanced MRI to assess tumour perfusion,
and multi-mouse anatomical imaging in
support of PET studies. We are developing
software to improve compatibility between
data from different imaging instruments and
implement a database to store data from all
our modalities.
Radiotracer methods
The institute has a NanoScan PET/CT
(Mediso, Hungary) and a NanoSPECT
(Bioscan, USA) system for multimodality
radionuclide imaging, providing the best
sensitivity of any in vivo imaging system
and allowing non-invasive assessment of
pharmacological (target tissue exposure,
target engagement and functional activity)
and biological processes (blood flow,
perfusion and metabolism). These scanners
can resolve nanolitre volumes (about 0.4 mm
for SPECT and 1 mm for PET) and so are ideal
for small animal imaging.
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Radionuclide imaging probes currently
available for PET include [18F]FDG, [18F]
FLT, [18F]FMISO, [18F]FET and [11C]acetate.
These molecules are being characterised
in relevant preclinical models of cancer
and used to measure early response of
tumours to therapy. The Brindle laboratory
are investigating the C2A domain of
synaptotagmin, labelled with 99mTc and 111In
for SPECT, as a novel probe for detection
of tumour cell death following treatment
and the use of [11C]acetate for imaging fatty
acid synthesis in prostate and lung cancer.
Recently a radiolabelling and radioanalytics
laboratory was established within the
Institute and we are investigating multimodal
approaches for the integrated molecular
imaging of cancer.
Metabolomics
The facility is based on a Bruker 600MHz
NMR instrument. High resolution 1H, 13C and
31
P NMR studies are performed routinely on
solution samples. An HRMAS 1H and 31P NMR
probe allows biochemical analysis of intact ex
vivo clinical and preclinical biopsies. Ongoing
collaborations include studies on cellular
senescence (Narita laboratory), metabolism
of prostate cancer (Neal laboratory) and
metabolism of ovarian cancer (Brenton
laboratory). With the Tavaré laboratory we are
developing metabolite correlation methods to
interpret the biochemical data.
Ultrasound
We have two Vevo 2100 systems and one
Vevo 770 system (Visualsonics). These image
to as low as 30 micron resolution, providing
excellent anatomical and soft tissue structural
detail instantaneously and in real-time, and
also permit rapid 3D imaging and dynamic
vascular imaging with power Doppler and
non-linear contrast.
We will be installing new hardware in
the coming year to enable non-invasive
photoacoustic imaging, a relatively new
imaging approach that uniquely combines
advantageous features of optical imaging
(high sensitivity) with acoustic imaging
(high resolution), giving rise to new imaging
possibilities.

Proteomics

www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/proteomics-core

The Proteomics core facility focuses on the systematic
study of proteins, particularly their structures,
interactions and expression levels. The facility is
equipped with state-of-the-art instrumentation for
CRUK CI researchers requiring access to proteomics
technology and expertise.
Core Facility Manager

Clive D’Santos
Clinical PhD Student
Shivan Sivakumar†
Scientific Officers
Eva Papachristou*2014
Chris Taylor
Senior Scientific Officer
Xiaoping Yang
Visiting Workers
Arnoud Groen
Karoline Kollman†

The Proteomics core facility provides
help in designing experimental strategies
and implements and validates previously
developed proteomic workflows to profile
proteins from diverse biological samples. We
also aim to modify or develop entirely new
methods and assays when warranted. In
addition, we have bioinformatics support for
data management and analysis.
The facility has already been well equipped
with state-of-the-art analytical instrumentation
for proteomic studies, including the latest
Orbitrap mass spectrometers: a LTQ
Velos Orbitrap (Thermo), and a newly
acquired (2013) Q Exactive Orbitrap both
are configured to a Dionex Ultimate 3000
RSLC nanoHPLC system (Figure 1). The
mass spectrometers are supported by
off-line chromatography platforms: two
Dionex Ultimate 3000 capHPLC systems
for multidimensional chromatography at
the protein and peptide level. 1D and 2D
gel electrophoresis systems are available
in the equipment park run by Jane Gray.
Data analysis is supported by an array of
bioinformatics and statistical analysis tools.

Specific methods and areas of interest
include:
Protein profiling of complex biological
samples, e.g. tissue, cell extracts
• Profiling by nanoLC/MS
• Multidimensional protein/peptide
fractionation by capLC and/or geLC
Targeted protein identification by nanoLC/MS/
MS
• Coomassie and silver stained gel bands of
purified proteins
• In solution digestion of purified proteins
• Multiple reaction monitoring of defined
peptides
Identification of protein and peptide
modifications
•
Phosphorylation sites
Relative quantitation by nanoLC/MS/MS
• SILAC - stable isotope labeling of amino
acids in cell culture
• ITRAQ - an isobaric peptide tagging
system
• MRM: multiple reaction monitoring
Publications listed on page 70

Figure 1
Dionex Ultimate 3000 RSLC
nanoHPLC system.
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*
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†
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research Instrumentation
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/research-instrumentation-core

The Research Instrumentation core provides CRUK CI
scientists with support and access to a range of state-ofthe-art equipment and specialised technologies.

Core Facility Manager

Jane Gray
Scientific Officer
Ian Hall

Our lab (formerly called the equipment
park) offers technical/scientific advice,
troubleshooting support and appropriate
training for all the facility’s equipment.
We also routinely test the capabilities of
our equipment, optimise current or new
techniques for our instruments and horizon
scan to maximise the quality of data
generated and to provide the best possible
advice to CRUK CI scientists.
Protein gel electrophoresis
We provide access to a wide range of gel
electrophoresis equipment for analysis of
protein samples. We have the capability
for both 1- and 2-dimensional separation
of proteins including 2D Fluorescence
Difference In-Gel Electrophoresis (2D-DiGE).
Together with our range of digital camera
and scanner imaging systems, we can
digitise images which improves accuracy
of quantification, saves time and reduces
costs. This year we have introduced an
iBind instrument for hands-free Western
immunodetection.
Biosensor
The Biacore T100 biosensor measures
molecular interactions in real-time. This
instrument has proved pivotal in a number
of research projects this year carried out by
the Murphy, Gergely and Brindle laboratories,
investigating the kinetics of protein-protein
or protein-lipid interactions. This year we

Figure 1.
Typical images generated
from our imaging systems; (a)
IR-800/IR-680 multiplexed
Western blot, (b) GFP or (c)
tdTomato-stained cells in a
dish/multi-well plate, (d) IR800stained tissue sections, (e) Cy3/
Cy5 microarray, (f) 2D-DiGE
gel, and (g) AF-488/Cy3-stained
primary cells.

a

b

e

c

joined in 2013

f

left in 2013

†
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Plate readers and spectrophotometers
The Research Instrumentation core provides
access to three high-specification plate
readers (a Tecan M200, Biotek Clarity,
and a BMG PHERAstar FS with a plate
stacker). These are used extensively by
most research groups in the Institute
for absorbance, fluorescence and/
or luminescence assays. Our final two
absorbance spectrophotometers consist
of a Cecil Super Aquarius 9500 for cuvette
measurements, and a newly introduced Direct
Detect spectrophotometer for accurate
quantification of small volume protein
samples.
Imaging systems
Five imaging systems are available that
produce digital images from a wide range of
different samples. The Typhoon Trio produces
images of radioactive, visible fluorescent
or chemiluminescent samples while the
Odyssey images fluorescence specifically
in the infrared region. ImageScanner III
is a high-resolution flatbed scanner for
imaging non-fluorescent samples. We also
have a high resolution camera system, the
Syngene Dyversity, capable of capturing both
fluorescent and chemiluminescent images
and a GelCount colony counter. Dedicated
analysis software packages can accurately
quantify protein/DNA bands, colonies or spots
captured by any of these imaging systems.

d

g

*

have also continued to focus on a new
‘orphan receptor’ technique for the Biacore to
capture and identify novel binding partners for
molecules using mass spectrometry.

Molecular biology applications
Our lab houses an 8-channel NanoDrop as
well as a Qubit for quantification of small
volume nucleic acid (and protein) samples
and has the capability for both standard and
real-time PCR. We also have a pulsed-field
gel electrophoresis system, CHEF III, for
separation of large DNA molecules and a
number of E-Gel iBases/MotherBases for fast
separation of DNA and RNA.
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and Stingl J. Enzymatic dissociation,
flow cytometric analysis, and culture
of normal mouse mammary tissue.
Methods Mol Biol. 2013; 946: 395-409

Simon Tavaré (page 40)
Statistics and computational biology
laboratory

John Stingl (page 38)
Mammary stem cell biology laboratory
Primary research papers
Makarem M, Kannan N, Nguyen LV,
Knapp DJ, Balani S, Prater MD, Stingl
J, Raouf A, Nemirovsky O, Eirew P and
Eaves CJ. Developmental changes in the
in vitro activated regenerative activity of
primitive mammary epithelial cells. PLoS
Biol. 2013; 11: e1001630
Mohammed H, D’Santos C, Serandour
AA, Ali HR, Brown GD, Atkins A,
Rueda OM, Holmes KA, Theodorou V,
Robinson JL, Zwart W, Saadi A, RossInnes CS, Chin SF, Menon S, Stingl J,
Palmieri C, Caldas C and Carroll JS.
Endogenous purification reveals GREB1
as a key estrogen receptor regulatory
factor. Cell Rep. 2013; 3: 342-9
Nautiyal J, Steel JH, Mane MR,
Oduwole O, Poliandri A, Alexi X, Wood
N, Poutanen M, Zwart W, Stingl J
and Parker MG. The transcriptional

Primary research papers
Ardekani R, Biyani A, Dalton JE, Saltz
JB, Arbeitman MN, Tower J, Nuzhdin S
and Tavaré S. Three-dimensional tracking
and behaviour monitoring of multiple
fruit flies. J R Soc Interface. 2013; 10:
20120547
Ardekani R, Greenwood AK, Peichel CL,
Tavaré S. Automated quantification of
the schooling behaviour of sticklebacks.
EURASIP Journal on Image and Video
Processing. 2013; Art 61
Fu AQ, Russell S, Bray SJ and Tavaré S.
Bayesian clustering of replicated timecourse gene expression data with weak
signals. Ann Appl Stat. 2013; 7: 1334-61
Housden BE, Fu AQ, Krejci A, Bernard F,
Fischer B, Tavaré S, Russell S and Bray
SJ. Transcriptional dynamics elicited by a
short pulse of notch activation involves
feed-forward regulation by E(spl)/Hes
genes. PLoS Genet. 2013; 9: e1003162
Kozar S, Morrissey E, Nicholson AM,
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van der Heijden M, Zecchini HI, Kemp
R, Tavaré S, Vermeulen L and Winton
DJ. Continuous clonal labeling reveals
small numbers of functional stem cells
in intestinal crypts and adenomas. Cell
Stem Cell. 2013; 13: 626-33
Newman S, Howarth KD, Greenman
CD, Bignell GR, Tavaré S and Edwards
PA. The relative timing of mutations in a
breast cancer genome. PLoS One. 2013;
8: e64991
Smith ML, Baggerly KA, Bengtsson H,
Ritchie ME and Hansen KD. illuminaio:
An open source IDAT parsing tool for
Illumina microarrays. F1000Research.
2013; 2: 264
Sottoriva A, Spiteri I, Piccirillo SG,
Touloumis A, Collins VP, Marioni
JC, Curtis C, Watts C and Tavaré S.
Intratumor heterogeneity in human
glioblastoma reflects cancer evolutionary
dynamics. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.
2013; 110: 4009-14
Sottoriva A, Spiteri I, Shibata D, Curtis
C and Tavaré S. Single-molecule
genomic data delineate patient-specific
tumor profiles and cancer stem cell
organization. Cancer Res. 2013; 73: 41-9
Vermeulen L, Morrissey E, van der
Heijden M, Nicholson AM, Sottoriva
A, Buczacki S, Kemp R, Tavaré S and
Winton DJ. Defining stem cell dynamics
in models of intestinal tumor initiation.
Science. 2013; 342: 995-8
Whitaker HC, Patel D, Howat WJ,
Warren AY, Kay JD, Sangan T, Marioni
JC, Mitchell J, Aldridge S, Luxton HJ,
Massie C, Lynch AG and Neal DE.
Peroxiredoxin-3 is overexpressed in
prostate cancer and promotes cancer
cell survival by protecting cells from
oxidative stress. Br J Cancer. 2013; 109:
983-93
Zhong Y, Nellimoottil T, Peace JM, Knott
SR, Villwock SK, Yee JM, Jancuska JM,
Rege S, Tecklenburg M, Sclafani RA,
Tavaré S and Aparicio OM. The level of
origin firing inversely affects the rate of
replication fork progression. J Cell Biol.
2013; 201: 373-83

Other publications
Ardekani R, Tavaré S and Tower J.
Assessing senescence in Drosophila
using video tracking. Methods Mol Biol.
2013; 965: 501-16

Cairns JC, Lynch AG and Tavaré S.
Statistical aspects of ChIP-seq analysis.
In Advances in Statistical Bioinformatics:
Models and Integrative Inference for
High-Throughput Data. Eds. Do K, Qin Z
and Vannucci M. Cambridge University
Press, pp 138–169, 2013.
Marjoram P and Tavaré S. The
coalescent. In: Brenner’s Encyclopedia
of Genetics, 2nd Edition, Vol 2. Eds.
Maloy S and Hughes K. Academic Press,
San Diego, pp. 54–57, 2013.

Doug Winton (page 42)
Cancer and intestinal stem cells
laboratory
Primary research papers
Buczacki SJ, Zecchini HI, Nicholson AM,
Russell R, Vermeulen L, Kemp R and
Winton DJ. Intestinal label-retaining cells
are secretory precursors expressing Lgr5.
Nature. 2013; 495: 65-9
Kozar S, Morrissey E, Nicholson AM,
van der Heijden M, Zecchini HI, Kemp
R, Tavare S, Vermeulen L and Winton
DJ. Continuous clonal labeling reveals
small numbers of functional stem cells
in intestinal crypts and adenomas. Cell
Stem Cell. 2013; 13: 626-33
Vermeulen L, Morrissey E, van der
Heijden M, Nicholson AM, Sottoriva
A, Buczacki S, Kemp R, Tavaré S and
Winton DJ. Defining stem cell dynamics
in models of intestinal tumor initiation.
Science. 2013; 342: 995-8
Other publications
Winton DJ. miR-34a sets the “sweet
spot” for notch in colorectal cancer stem
cells. Cell Stem Cell. 2013; 12: 499-501

Bioinformatics (page 46)
Matthew Eldridge
Primary research papers
Buczacki SJ, Zecchini HI, Nicholson AM,
Russell R, Vermeulen L, Kemp R and
Winton DJ. Intestinal label-retaining cells
are secretory precursors expressing Lgr5.
Nature. 2013; 495: 65-9
Dawson SJ, Tsui DW, Murtaza M, Biggs
H, Rueda OM, Chin SF, Dunning MJ,
Gale D, Forshew T, Mahler-Araujo B,
Rajan S, Humphray S, Becq J, Halsall
D, Wallis M, Bentley D, Caldas C and

Rosenfeld N. Analysis of circulating
tumor DNA to monitor metastatic breast
cancer. N Engl J Med. 2013; 368: 1199209
French JD, Ghoussaini M, Edwards SL,
Meyer KB, Michailidou K, Ahmed S, et
al. Functional variants at the 11q13 risk
locus for breast cancer regulate cyclin
D1 expression through long-range
enhancers. Am J Hum Genet. 2013; 92:
489-503
Hussain S, Tuorto F, Menon S, Blanco S,
Cox C, Flores JV, Watt S, Kudo NR, Lyko
F and Frye M. The mouse cytosine-5
RNA methyltransferase NSun2 is a
component of the chromatoid body and
required for testis differentiation. Mol Cell
Biol. 2013; 33: 1561-70
Kote-Jarai Z, Saunders EJ,
Leongamornlert DA, Tymrakiewicz M,
et al. Fine-mapping identifies multiple
prostate cancer risk loci at 5p15, one of
which associates with TERT expression.
Hum Mol Genet. 2013; 22: 2520-8
Mohammed H, D’Santos C, Serandour
AA, Ali HR, Brown GD, Atkins A,
Rueda OM, Holmes KA, Theodorou V,
Robinson JL, Zwart W, Saadi A, RossInnes CS, Chin SF, Menon S, Stingl J,
Palmieri C, Caldas C and Carroll JS.
Endogenous purification reveals GREB1
as a key estrogen receptor regulatory
factor. Cell Rep. 2013; 3: 342-9
Robinson JL, Hickey TE, Warren
AY, Vowler SL, Carroll T, Lamb AD,
Papoutsoglou N, Neal DE, Tilley WD
and Carroll JS. Elevated levels of
FOXA1 facilitate androgen receptor
chromatin binding resulting in a CRPClike phenotype. Oncogene. 2013; Epub
2 Dec
Sadaie M, Salama R, Carroll T,
Tomimatsu K, Chandra T, Young AR,
Narita M, Perez-Mancera PA, Bennett
DC, Chong H, Kimura H and Narita M.
Redistribution of the Lamin B1 genomic
binding profile affects rearrangement
of heterochromatic domains and SAHF
formation during senescence. Genes
Dev. 2013; 27: 1800-8
Sir JH, Putz M, Daly O, Morrison CG,
Dunning M, Kilmartin JV and Gergely F.
Loss of centrioles causes chromosomal
instability in vertebrate somatic cells. J
Cell Biol. 2013; 203: 747-56
Theodorou V, Stark R, Menon S and

Carroll JS. GATA3 acts upstream of
FOXA1 in mediating ESR1 binding by
shaping enhancer accessibility. Genome
Res. 2013; 23: 12-22
Ward MC, Wilson MD, Barbosa-Morais
NL, Schmidt D, Stark R, Pan Q, Schwalie
PC, Menon S, Lukk M, Watt S, Thybert D,
Kutter C, Kirschner K, Flicek P, Blencowe
BJ and Odom DT. Latent regulatory
potential of human-specific repetitive
elements. Mol Cell. 2013; 49: 262-72
Whitaker HC, Shiong LL, Kay JD,
Gronberg H, Warren AY, Seipel A,
Wiklund F, Thomas B, Wiklund P,
Miller JL, Menon S, Ramos-Montoya
A, Vowler SL, Massie C, Egevad L and
Neal DE. N-acetyl-L-aspartyl-L-glutamate
peptidase-like 2 is overexpressed in
cancer and promotes a pro-migratory
and pro-metastatic phenotype.
Oncogene. 2013; Epub 18 Nov

Other publications
Drummond GB and Vowler SL. Do as
you would be done by: write as you
would wish to read. Clin Exp Pharmacol
Physiol. 2013; 40: 1-4. Also published in:
Microcirculation, Exp Physiol, Adv Physiol
Educ.
Drummond GB and Vowler SL. Not
different is not the same as the same:
how can we tell?Exp Physiol. 2013; 98:
351-4. Also published in: Br J Pharmacol.
Drummond GB and Vowler SL. Type I:
families, planning and errors. Exp Physiol.
2013; 98: 3-6. Also published in: Br J
Pharmacol.

Genomics (page 50)
James Hadfield
Primary research papers
Azizan EA, Poulsen H, Tuluc P, Zhou J,
Clausen MV, Lieb A, Maniero C, Garg
S, Bochukova EG, Zhao W, Shaikh LH,
Brighton CA, Teo AE, Davenport AP,
Dekkers T, Tops B, Kusters B, Ceral
J, Yeo GS, Neogi SG, McFarlane I,
Rosenfeld N, Marass F, Hadfield J,
Margas W, Chaggar K, Solar M, Deinum
J, Dolphin AC, Farooqi IS, Striessnig
J, Nissen P and Brown MJ. Somatic
mutations in ATP1A1 and CACNA1D
underlie a common subtype of adrenal
hypertension. Nat Genet. 2013; 45: 105560
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Murtaza M, Dawson SJ, Tsui DW, Gale
D, Forshew T, Piskorz AM, Parkinson C,
Chin SF, Kingsbury Z, Wong AS, Marass
F, Humphray S, Hadfield J, Bentley D,
Chin TM, Brenton JD, Caldas C and
Rosenfeld N. Non-invasive analysis of
acquired resistance to cancer therapy
by sequencing of plasma DNA. Nature.
2013; 497: 108-12

Other publications
Idris SF, Ahmad SS, Scott MA, Vassiliou
GS and Hadfield J. The role of highthroughput technologies in clinical
cancer genomics. Expert Rev Mol Diagn.
2013; 13: 167-81

Histopathology and in situ
hybridisation (page 51)
Will Howat

genetically engineered mice. Gut. 2013;
Epub 25 Sept
Warren AY, Whitaker HC, Haynes B,
Sangan T, McDuffus LA, Kay JD and
Neal DE. Method for sampling tissue for
research which preserves pathological
data in radical prostatectomy. Prostate.
2013; 73: 194-202
Whitaker HC, Patel D, Howat WJ,
Warren AY, Kay JD, Sangan T, Marioni
JC, Mitchell J, Aldridge S, Luxton HJ,
Massie C, Lynch AG and Neal DE.
Peroxiredoxin-3 is overexpressed in
prostate cancer and promotes cancer
cell survival by protecting cells from
oxidative stress. Br J Cancer. 2013; 109:
983-93

IT and scientific computing (page
81)

Peter Maccallum
Primary research papers
Dalton LE, Clarke HJ, Knight J, Lawson
MH, Wason J, Lomas DA, Howat WJ,
Rintoul RC, Rassl DM and Marciniak SJ.
The endoplasmic reticulum stress marker
CHOP predicts survival in malignant
mesothelioma. Br J Cancer. 2013; 108:
1340-7
Garcia-Closas M, Couch FJ, Lindstrom
S, Michailidou K, Schmidt MK, et al.
Genome-wide association studies
identify four ER negative-specific breast
cancer risk loci. Nat Genet. 2013; 45:
392-8, 398e1-2
Morris L, Tsui A, Crichton C, Harris S,
Maccallum PH, Howat WJ, Davies J,
Brenton JD and Caldas C. A metadataaware application for remote scoring and
exchange of tissue microarray images.
BMC Bioinformatics. 2013; 14: 147
Neesse A, Frese KK, Chan DS, Bapiro
TE, Howat WJ, Richards FM, Ellenrieder
V, Jodrell DI and Tuveson DA. SPARC
independent drug delivery and
antitumour effects of nab-paclitaxel in

Primary research papers
Morris L, Tsui A, Crichton C, Harris S,
Maccallum PH, Howat WJ, Davies J,
Brenton JD and Caldas C. A metadataaware application for remote scoring and
exchange of tissue microarray images.
BMC Bioinformatics. 2013; 14: 147

Light microscopy (page 52)
Stefanie Reichelt
Primary research papers
Buczacki SJ, Zecchini HI, Nicholson AM,
Russell R, Vermeulen L, Kemp R and
Winton DJ. Intestinal label-retaining cells
are secretory precursors expressing Lgr5.
Nature. 2013; 495: 65-9
Kozar S, Morrissey E, Nicholson AM,
van der Heijden M, Zecchini HI, Kemp
R, Tavare S, Vermeulen L and Winton
DJ. Continuous clonal labeling reveals
small numbers of functional stem cells
in intestinal crypts and adenomas. Cell
Stem Cell. 2013; 13: 626-33
McLuckie KI, Di Antonio M, Zecchini
H, Xian J, Caldas C, Krippendorff
BF, Tannahill D, Lowe C and
Balasubramanian S. G-quadruplex
DNA as a molecular target for induced
synthetic lethality in cancer cells. J Am
Chem Soc. 2013; 135: 9460-3
Stairs S, Neves AA, Stockmann H,
Wainman YA, Ireland-Zecchini H,
Brindle KM and Leeper FJ. Metabolic
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glycan imaging by isonitrile-tetrazine
click chemistry. Chembiochem. 2013; 14:
1063-7
Steuwe C, Patel, II, Ul-Hasan M,
Schreiner A, Boren J, Brindle KM,
Reichelt S and Mahajan S. CARS based
label-free assay for assessment of drugs
by monitoring lipid droplets in tumour
cells. J Biophotonics. 2013;
Wainman YA, Neves AA, Stairs S,
Stockmann H, Ireland-Zecchini H,
Brindle KM and Leeper FJ. Dual-sugar
imaging using isonitrile and azido-based
click chemistries. Org Biomol Chem.
2013; 11: 7297-300

Other publications
Patel II, Steuwe C, Reichelt S, Mahajan S.
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
for label-free biomedical imaging. J Opt.
2013; 15: 094006

Proteomics (page 55)
Clive D’Santos
Primary research papers
Mohammed H, D’Santos C, Serandour
AA, Ali HR, Brown GD, Atkins A,
Rueda OM, Holmes KA, Theodorou V,
Robinson JL, Zwart W, Saadi A, RossInnes CS, Chin SF, Menon S, Stingl J,
Palmieri C, Caldas C and Carroll JS.
Endogenous purification reveals GREB1
as a key estrogen receptor regulatory
factor. Cell Rep. 2013; 3: 342-9
van den Bout I, Jones DR, Shah ZH,
Halstead JR, Keune WJ, Mohammed
S, D’Santos CS and Divecha N. In
response to oxidative stress and energy
restriction AMPK and PKC collaborate
to induce the phosphorylation of Serine
413 on PIP5K1B resulting in decreased
kinase activity and reduced PtdIns(4,5)P2
synthesis. Biochem J. 2013; 455: 347-58
Other publications
Shah ZH, Jones DR, Sommer L, Foulger
R, Bultsma Y, D’Santos C and Divecha
N. Nuclear phosphoinositides and their
impact on nuclear functions. FEBS J.
2013; 280: 6295-310

Software

Our researchers produced or updated the following
software and analysis packages this year.
MMDIFF
Flexible analysis of RNA-seq data using mixed
effects models
Maintainer: Ernest Turro (Tavaré lab)
https://github.com/eturro/mmseq
MEDICC
Minimum event distances for intra-tumour
copy-number comparisons and statistical
analysis of tumor phylogenies
Maintainer: Roland F. Schwarz (Markowetz
lab, now EBI)
https://bitbucket.org/rfs/medicc
RTN
Transcriptional network inference and and
analysis, including master regulator analysis
and modulators of transcription factor activity
Maintainer: Mauro AA Castro (Markowetz lab,
now UFRGS Porto Alegre, Brazil)
http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/
bioc/html/RTN.html
SANTA
Spatial ANalysis of NeTwork Associations links
networks of molecular interactions to cellular
functions and phenotypes
Maintainer: Alex Cornish (Markowetz lab, now
Imperial College London)
http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/
bioc/html/SANTA.html
msarc
Generates a graphical representation of the
results of a mass spectrometry experiment.
Maintainer: Gord Brown (Carroll lab)
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/
msarc/index.html
illuminaio
A tool for reading IDAT files from all Illumina
BeadArray platforms
Maintainers: Mike Smith (Tavaré lab), Kasper
Daniel Hansen
http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/
bioc/html/illuminaio.html

DiffBind (v1.8)
Differential binding analysis of ChIP-seq peak
data
Maintainers: Rory Stark (Bioinformatics) and
Gordon Brown (Carroll lab)
www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/
bioc/html/DiffBind.html
Cancergrid tissue microarray repository
A website hosting TMAs for browsing and
scoring
Maintainer: Bin Liu (Caldas lab)
http://uk-cri-lari02.cri.camres.org/cancergrid/
tma/login.xquery
Ariol image export system
A java based application for exporting raw
image and meta data from Ariol
Maintainer: Bin Liu (Caldas lab)
MGA Contaminant Screen v1.3
Multi-genome alignment of highthroughput sequencing data for detection of
contaminants and adapter sequences.
Maintainer: Matt Eldridge (Bioinformatics)
https://github.com/crukci-bioinformatics/
MGA
Analysis packages:
DeSousa2013
Data and code to replicate results from De
Sousa et al., Nat. Med. 2013; 19: 614
Maintainer: Xin Wang (Markowetz lab, now
Harvard)
http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/2.13/
data/experiment/html/DeSousa2013.html
Fletcher2013a and Fletcher2013b
Data and code to replicate results from
Fletcher, Castro et al., Nat. Commun. 2013; 4:
2464
Maintainer: Mauro AA Castro (Markowetz lab,
now UFRGS Porto Alegre, Brazil)
http://bioconductor.org/packages/devel/
data/experiment/html/Fletcher2013a.html
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Theses

The following students submitted theses in 2013:
PhD
Nicola Ainsworth, Griffiths laboratory
Advanced magnetic resonance imaging
techniques for the detection of brain
metastases
Leanne Bell

Leanne Bell, Griffiths laboratory
Evaluation of tumour perfusion and fibrosis
in mouse models of pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma, using MRI

Carles Escriu

Mae Goldgraben

Hisham Mohammed

Michael Prater, Stingl laboratory
Progenitor and stem cell potential of
mammary myoepithelial cells
Jessica Robinson, Carroll and Neal
laboratories
Exploration of the interplay between
androgen receptor and FoxA1 in breast and
prostate cancer

Nathan Benaich, Watt and Griffiths
laboratories
MicroRNA modulators of head and neck
cancer metastasis

Michael Smith, Tavaré laboratory
Low-level artefacts affecting microarrays
and next-generation sequencing in a cancer
genomics environment

Thomas Booth, Brindle laboratory
Development of novel imaging methods to
detect treatment response in brain tumours

Siru Virtanen, Brenton and Stingl laboratories
Phenotypic and functional characterisation
of cancer stem cells in human high-grade
serous ovarian carcinoma

Jonathan Cairns, Tavaré laboratory
Identification of functional binding elements
through integrative ChIP-seq and expression
analysis

Xin Wang, Markowetz laboratory
Inferring cellular networks from phenotypic
screens

Carles Escriu, Watt and Jodrell laboratories
A role for MST2 in head and neck cancer
promotion

Michelle Ward, Odom laboratory
The regulatory potential of repetitive elements
in mammalian genomes

Mae Goldgraben, Caldas laboratory
Studies of the context-specific effects of miR155 in breast cancer

MPhil
Shayanti Chattopadhyay Mukherjee, Neal
and Tavaré laboratories (supervisor Andy
Lynch)
Complex men: Integrative genomic modelling
of prostate cancer heterogeneity

Hisham Mohammed, Carroll laboratory
Dynamics of oestrogen receptor regulation in
breast cancer
Esther Musgrave-Brown, Ponder laboratory
Development and application of methods for
targeted DNA sequencing of pooled samples

Michael Prater

Michelle Ward
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External Funding

The Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute gratefully
acknowledges those organisations that have provided
support during the period of this report to the individuals
and laboratories listed.
Academy of Medical Sciences
Maxine Tran (Neal laboratory)
Addenbrooke’s Charitable Trust
Raza Ali (Caldas laboratory)
Richard Mair (Brindle laboratory)
Luiza Moore (Brenton laboratory)
Suzanne Murphy (Rosenfeld laboratory)
Keval Patel (Neal laboratory)
Fearon laboratory
AMC, The Netherlands
Maartje van der Heijden (Winton laboratory)
AMMF, The Cholangiocarcinoma Charity
Hayley Whitaker (Neal laboratory)
AstraZeneca
Jodrell Laboratory
Neal laboratory
Rosenfeld laboratory
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences
Research Council
Balasubramanian laboratory
Breast Cancer Campaign
Kelly Holmes (Carroll laboratory)
Markowetz laboratory
Breast Cancer Research Foundation
Ponder laboratory
Brian Cross Memorial Trust
Nicola Ainsworth (Griffiths laboratory)
Cambridge Cancer Centre
Light Microscopy
Cambridge Cancer Centre (Clinical Research
Fellowship)
Zoltan Szucs (Brindle laboratory)
Cancer Research UK
Simon Buczaki (Winton laboratory)

Cancer Research UK (competitive centre
grant)
Brindle laboratory
Cancer Research UK (competitive fellowship)
Ferdia Gallagher (Brindle laboratory)
Athena Matakidou (Neal laboratory)
Cancer Research UK (competitive grant)
Brenton laboratory
Balasubramanian laboratory
Jodrell Laboratory
Ponder laboratory
Cancer Research UK (competitive research
bursary)
Elizabeth Moore (Brenton laboratory)
China Scholarship Council
Ruiling Xu (Jodrell laboratory)
Danish Cancer Society
Kenneth Botkjaer (Murphy laboratory)
Dutch Cancer Society Fellowship
Louis Vermeulen (Winton laboratory)
EC
Information Technology and Scientific
Computing
Tavaré laboratory
EC (Health)
Anna Git (Caldas laboratory)
EC (NoE)
Caldas laboratory
EC Initial Training Network
Irene Marco and Eva Serrao (Brindle
laboratory)
EC Innovative Medicines Initiative
Griffiths/Brindle laboratories
EC Marie Curie
Bianca Schmitt (Odom laboratory)
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Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council
Brenton laboratory
European Molecular Biology Organisation
(EMBO)
Tiago Rodrigues (Brindle laboratory)
Michelle Ward (Odom laboratory)
Carroll laboratory
Odom laboratory
European Research Council
Carroll laboratory
Odom laboratory

Microsoft Research
Brenton laboratory
Movember Foundation
Hayley Whitaker (Neal laboratory)
MRC/University of Cambridge
Jodrell and Fearon laboratories
National Health and Medical Research
Council, Australia
Sarah-Jane Dawson (Caldas laboratory)

Experimental Cancer Medicine Centre
Bin Liu (Caldas laboratory)

National Institute for Health Research
Alastair Lamb (Neal laboratory)
Maxine Tran (Neal laboratory)
Ponder laboratory

Genentech
Caldas laboratory
Carroll laboratory

National Institutes of Health, USA (NIH)
Ryan Fiehler (Winton laboratory)
Griffiths laboratory

GlaxoSmithKline
Fearon laboratory

Pancreatic Cancer UK
Shivan Sivakumar (Proteomics core facility)

Hales Clinical Fellowship
Lucy Gossage (Jodrell laboratory)
Carles Escriu (Jodrell laboratory)

Portuguese Science Foundation
José Sandoval (Caldas laboratory)

Human Frontier Science Program (HFSP)
Narita laboratory

Prostate Cancer UK
Hayley Whitaker (Neal laboratory)
Neal laboratory

Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
Kosuke Tomimatsu (Narita laboratory)

Royal Society University Research Fellowship
Fanni Gergely

Kyowa Hakko Kirin Co., Ltd.
Narita laboratory

Science and Technology Facilities Council
Brenton laboratory

Ludwig Cancer Institute
Fearon laboratory

Sentinel Oncology Limited
Jodrell Laboratory

Lustgarten Foundation
Fearon and Jodrell laboratories

The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, USA
Piotr Dzien (Brindle laboratory)

Medical Research Council
Mae Goldgraben (Caldas laboratory)
Ioannis Gounaris (Brenton laboratory)
Adam Nelson (Carroll laboratory)
Kerstin Timm (Brindle laboratory)
Karan Wadhwa (Neal laboratory)

The Urology Foundation
Adam Nelson (Carroll laboratory)

Medical Research Council (CiC)
Fearon laboratory
Neal laboratory
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Wellcome Trust
Brindle laboratory
Wellcome Trust Senior Investigator Award
Shankar Balasubramanian

Seminars and Conferences

The CRUK CI hosts a number of seminar series,
covering basic to translational aspects of cancer
research, and quantitative biology.
Lisa M. Coussens, Knight Cancer Institute,
Oregon Health and Sciences University
Inflammation and Cancer: Reprogramming
the immune microenvironment as an anticancer therapeutic strategy

CRUK CI Seminars in Cancer
We welcomed the following speakers to
present in our international seminar series,
CRUK CI Seminars in Cancer:
Eric So, Department of Haematological
Medicine, King’s College London
Molecular dissection and targeting of
epigenetic machinery in AML stem cells

Danny Reinberg, Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, NYU School of Medicine
Chromatin and its impact on gene expression
and cellular memory

Thomas Reinheckel, University of Freiburg
Impact of cancer- and stroma-cell-derived
lysosomal proteases on cancer invasion and
metastasis
Matthias Merkenschlager, MRC Clinical
Sciences Centre, Imperial College London
The impact of cohesin on the regulation
of gene expression and the organization of
chromatin

Douglas Hanahan, Swiss Institute for
Experimental Cancer Research
Hallmarks of cancer: Applications to cancer
medicine?
Alan Ashworth, The Institute of Cancer
Research, London
Harnessing genetic dependencies in cancer
therapy

Bruce Stillman, Cold Spring Harbour
Laboratory, New York
Duplicating the Human genome: The origin
recognition complex et al.
Yosef Yarden, Weizmann Institute of Science,
Israel
HER2 and EGFR: Signalling mechanisms and
next generation cancer therapies

Details of all CRUK CI seminar series –
Seminars in Cancer, Cambridge Oncology
Seminars, Lectures in Cancer Biology and
Seminars in Quantitative Biology – can be
found at:
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk/seminars-andconferences

Graduate students from
the CRUK CI and the MRC
Cancer Cell Unit with Douglas
Hanahan.
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Institute Retreat, 24–25 October
This year’s retreat was once again held
at the Institute. We continued with the
popular talks for non‑scientists series, which
was well attended. We had three types of
scientific talk: research talks, recent results
presentations and clinical case presentations.
These provided an excellent opportunity to
review work in progress, assess successfully
published results, and gain insight into the
clinical applications of the our research.
We also heard talks from our two new SAB
members: Scott Fraser (University of Southern
California) and Frank McCormick (UCSF Helen
Diller Family Comprehensive Cancer Center).
Finally, we welcomed Fiona Karet from the
University Clinical School to discuss the
AthenaSWAN initiative (see page 81).

Markus Schwaiger, Technische Universität
München
Metabolic biomarkers in cancer

CRUK CI Symposium, Unanswered Questions
in Cancer Metabolism, 8–9 November

Navdeep Chandel, Northwestern University
Mitochondria ROS regulate cancer

This year we welcomed a distinguished lineup of international speakers to speak about
and discuss questions in transcription, in a
programme put together by the scientific
organising committee Kevin Brindle, Florian
Markowetz, Masashi Narita, David Neal
(Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute)
and Christian Frezza (MRC Cancer Unit).

Ming Yang, University of Oxford
The emerging role of fumarate as an
oncometabolite (selected talk from submitted
abstracts)

Session 1: Imaging metabolism in vivo
Chair: Ralph DeBerardinis, Children’s Medical
Center Research Institute at UT Southwestern
Cancer metabolism – basic biology and
translational approaches
John Griffiths, Cancer Research UK
Cambridge Institute
Imaging metabolism: Carbonic anhydrase
IX acts as the tumour extracellular pHstat
and links the Warburg effect with oxidative
metabolism
Robert Gillies, Moffitt Cancer Center
Targeting hypoxia in pancreatic cancer
Tiago Rodrigues, Cancer Research UK
Cambridge Institute
Magnetic resonance imaging of tumour
glycolysis using hyperpolarized 13C-labelled
glucose (selected talk from submitted
abstracts)
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Sarah Nelson, University of California, San
Francisco
1
H and 13C MR metabolic imaging of cancer
patients
Session 2: Oncometabolites
Chair: Adrian Harris, University of Oxford
Induced essentiality of hypoxic metabolism
provides new ways to enhance
antiangiogenic therapy
Randall Johnson, University of Cambridge
The relationship between hypoxic response,
HIF isoforms, and metastatic success

Michael Lisanti, University of Manchester
Two-compartment tumour metabolism:
Implications for personalised cancer diagnosis
and therapy
Richard Mithen, Institute of Food Research
Re-tuning metabolism to reduce risk of
cancer progression
Session 3: Future perspectives on cancer
metabolism
Chair: Eytan Ruppin, Tel Aviv University
Genome scale modelling of cancer
metabolism
Eyal Gottlieb, Cancer Research UK Beatson
Institute
Metabolic networks in fumarate hydratasedeficient cancer
Joshua Rabinowitz, Princeton University
NADPH in cancer metabolism
Paolo Porporato, University of Louvain,
Belgium
A mitochondrial switch promotes tumor
metastasis (selected talk from submitted
abstracts)

Almut Schulze, Cancer Research UK London
Research Institute
Metabolic reprogramming in cancer supports
cell growth and survival
Markus Ralser, University of Cambridge
From early origins of metabolism to the
dynamics of metabolic networks in modern
organisms
Session 4: Metabolism and epigenetics
Chair: Lewis Cantley, Weill Cornell Medical
College
PI3K and cancer metabolism
Matthew Vander Heiden, Koch Institute
Regulation of metabolism to support cancer
growth and progression
William Kaelin, Harvard University
The von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor
protein: Insights into oxygen sensing and
cancer metabolism

Thorsten Cramer, Charité, Berlin
Functional integrity of tumor-specific
glutamine metabolism is determined by a
novel interaction of HIF-1 and Annexin A1
(selected talk from submitted abstracts)
Chi Van Dang, University of Pennsylvania
Targeting Myc-mediated cancer metabolism
Clemens Schmitt, Max-Delbrück-Center for
Molecular Medicine
Exploiting senescence-associated
hypermetabolism as a cancer vulnerability
2014 events
23–24 October: CRUK CI Retreat
Our next Annual International Symposium
– Unanswered Questions in Cancer and the
Immune System – will take place from 20–21
March 2015.

A section of a synthetic
breast tumour that has been
reverse-engineered from freshly
isolated, primary normal breast
cells using defined oncogenic
alterations. Imaged using
multi-photon and confocal
microscopy to show collagen
structures (red), transformed
epithelial cells (yellow-green)
and nuclei (white). Image by
Alastair Russell (Stingl lab).
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Public Engagement

Coordinator
Katrien Van Look

CRUK CI staff are actively involved in public engagement
and supporting Cancer Research UK events.
In 2013 we organised our first careers
afternoon for 200 local schoolchildren
(aged 15–17 years). The event consisted
of short talks from young researchers and
medical staff from different biomedical
disciplines. Professor Patrick Maxwell (Head
of the School of Clinical Medicine) chaired
the event and challenged the students to
ask many questions. The event was very
well received and hopefully inspired many
new radiographers, nurses, researchers and
clinicians!

Right: attendees at our first
careers afternoon.

The Cambridge Science Festival, which is
the UK’s largest free science festival, is an
annual event in our calendar that we always
participate in. For the first time, in 2013, we
joined forces with the Medical Research
Council (MRC) Cancer Unit to host a joint
cancer exhibition of interactive displays. For
many years we have worked with the MRC in
hosting the East Regional Final of the Institute
of Ideas Debating Matters competition. The
competition is held nationally for sixth-form
students to debate current issues in science,
politics, the arts and other topics. In April,
70 students spent a day in our institute,
debating and being questioned by a panel of
Right: the Norfolk Pink Ladies
Tractor Road Run.
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expert judges on for example, clinical trials in
developing countries, neuroscience and the
law, and building on the green belt.
Supporting Cancer Research UK (CRUK)
events is a significant proportion of the
public engagement that we do. We host
several visits per month for CRUK supporters
and fundraisers. For example, Tesco visited
the institute in October to hear about our
latest research and see the plaque for the
£12.2 million they raised for CRUK in 2012.
In November, Annie Chapman and her
supporters visited for an afternoon. Annie
organises the Pink Ladies Tractor Road Run in
Norfolk – a pink tractor rally for women only.
The event just celebrated its 10th year and
more than 100 tractors take part annually. In
2012 it raised over £50,000 and overall the
event has raised around £250,000 for CRUK.
Our researchers also attend and speak at
CRUK events in the region, and give talks
at local primary and secondary schools.
In July, Raza Ali (Caldas Lab) and Nicholas
Walton (Institute of Astronomy, University
of Cambridge) spoke about their research
project at a CRUK legacy event at the National
Space Centre in Leicester. Raza and Nic work
collaboratively using techniques originally
developed to spot distant galaxies, to identify
subtle differences in the staining of breast
cancer cells. They compared the accuracy of
manually observing the staining of the tumour
samples down the microscope, versus relying
on the automated astronomy techniques.
They found that the new automated system
was at least as accurate as the manual one,
whilst at the same time being many times
faster.
Livvy Fink, a glass artist in London, heard
about this interesting collaboration on the
radio and contacted the researchers. She
applied for Wellcome Trust funding to work
with them on an art/science project and was
awarded the funding in December. We will
report on this collaboration in next year’s
annual report.

Institute Administration

The administration team facilitates the smooth running
of the Institute by providing infrastructure and support
to the Director.

Director of Operations

John Wells

Assistant Director of Operations

Katy Smith

Administration

Ann Kaminski
PA to the Director of
Operations
Belinda Ledgerton
Cambridge Cancer Centre and
Outreach Coordinator
Katrien Van Look
Scientific Communications
Officer
Laura Blackburn
Scientific Communications
Administrator
Julie Bailey
PA to the Director
Victoria Hansford

joined in 2013

Scientific Administration
Graduate student and summer student
administration is overseen by Ann Kaminski
(page 82). The team organises tenure reviews
and mid-term reviews for the research
groups, and reviews for the core facilities.
The scientific administration team is
responsible for the running of symposia,
seminars, chalk talks and committees that
take place in the Institute. The team also
organise the CRUK CI symposium and
the group leader and Institute retreats. We
produce the Institute’s publications including
the annual report, leaflets and posters for
fundraising and public engagement activities,
write for and edit the intranet and internet
sites.

Head of Scientific

*

The team provides administrative support
to group leaders and supports research
activities through management of the
laboratories and core facilities. The team also
coordinates graduate student administration
and laboratory finance and outreach
activities (page 78). In addition to laboratory
management each of the group leaders has
administrative support provided by one of the
dedicated research administrators.

left in 2013

†

The team is also responsible for internal and
external communications, coordination with
the Cancer Research UK and University of
Cambridge press offices, and is involved in
the organisation of fundraising visits. For more
details of public engagement and fundraising
activities see page 78.
Human Resources
Human Resources (HR) work in partnership
with the Institute to provide support and
guidance in the areas of recruitment,
personal and team development, pay and
grading, employment law and staff wellbeing.
The Institute has always enjoyed a mixed
economy of staff from both Cancer Research
UK and the University of Cambridge, and
in 2013 the Institute brought these two
groups together on a more formal basis as
the Institute became part of the University

of Cambridge. Collaboration has been
essential to provide a seamless employment
experience, allowing the Institute to focus on
its research.
The Institute is now part of the School
of Clinical Medicine at the University
of Cambridge. This year the School of
Clinical Medicine was awarded a Silver
AthenaSWAN award. The Athena Scientific
Women’s Advisory Network (SWAN) Project
was established in the late 1990s to try to
advance and promote the careers of women
in science, engineering and technology in
higher education and research in the UK,
and to achieve a significant increase in the
number of women recruited to top posts.
More details are available on page 81.
Finance
The finance team:
• Help budget holders efficiently manage
their budgets.
• Provide financial analysis to CRUK CI
management to inform decision-making.
• Assist with the budget and business
planning process for the CRUK CI.
• Assist with the acquisition and
management of grants.
• Provide a link between the University/
Clinical School finance departments and the
CRUK CI.
• Help with ad hoc queries and concerns.
Laboratory Management
The Laboratory Management team form part
of the Institute administration and continue
to provide a vital role in underpinning the
Institute’s ever-evolving research activities.
The team assists the eighteen research
groups by maintaining the tissue culture
rooms (Containment Levels 1 and 2) and
communal equipment parks situated
on the first and second floors as well as
providing training for users on the apparatus
within those rooms. The distribution of
plastic consumables and specialist gases is
organized by the team as well as the annual
pipette clinics and chemical amnesties.
The team will be heavily involved with the
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Human Resources Managers
Sophie Duncan
Emma Walters
Finance Manager
Ruth Bennett
Senior Grants Administrator
Emma Ryley
Grants Administrator
Liz Heselwood†
Lesley Young*
Finance Analyst
Paulina Annison
Purchasing and Accounts Clerk
Karen Martin*
Research Administrators
Paula Baines
Julie Barlow
Kate Davenport
Marion Karniely
Julie Kubisa*
Catharine Savin
Denise Schofield†
Tania Smith
Tina Thorn
Laboratory Manager
Christine Lehane
Floor Managers
Chris Harley
Donna Leaford*
Catherine Pauley
Siân Webster
Laboratory Support Assistants
Carienne Bailey
Caroline Edwards
Scientific Porter
Ross Coates
Administrators
Ruth Andrews*
Katherine Balch†
Saphsa Codling†
Adamma Nwole*
Deputy Glasswash and Media
Supervisor
Jackie Coulson
Lab Support Technicians
Susan Boddy
Marcia Da Silva
Gabriela Grondys-Kotarba*
Kieran Sandwell†
Health and Safety Manager
Susannah Rush

joined in 2013

*

forthcoming development of the third floor
and refurbishment of part of the first floor,
identifying equipment for the area and
assisting with incoming groups.
Glasswash and Media
The Glasswash and Media service plays an
essential role in supporting the Institute’s
research. The facility provides a high quality,
centralised glass washing and sterile supplies
service, while the team produces a range of
basic solutions and liquid/solid media, which
are replenished in the labs on a daily basis.
Specialised and more complex buffers are
available on request. The team also manages
two Tissue Culture Media supply centres as
well as organising the sterilisation of class I
genetically modified (GM) and containment
level 2 waste.
Health and Safety
We are committed to the continuous
improvement of the safety performance of
the Institute. Our philosophy is to encourage
staff to take ownership for their own safety,
and thereby create a positive safety culture.
As a Health and Safety team we help staff
develop pragmatic safety solutions that
safeguard their welfare, and also ensure
regulatory compliance.
During 2013 we have begun to align our
safety policies and procedures with those
of the University. In order to improve safety
communications we have defined key safety
contacts in each department who can
discuss and promote health and safety within
their team. We have continued to deliver a
wide range of safety training for the Institute
and have conducted safety inspections and
audits.
In 2014 our aim is to continue to improve
communication of Health and Safety in the
CRUK CI. The safety policies and procedures
will be fully aligned with those of the
University. Safety training in the Institute will
continue with both standard training and
bespoke training sessions as required. We are
committed to improving safety performance
at the CRUK CI, and will continue to
encourage managers to promote good
safety performance within their departments.

left in 2013

†
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Property Services
Property Services adopt a Total Workplace
Management strategy, working towards
integrating the provision of all services to the
Institute. We are ambitious and progressive
and we work alongside the end-users of these
services to deliver and maintain a world-class
facility, whilst reducing our environmental,
economic and operational impact wherever
possible.
The Property Services team provide three
core services: maintenance, facilities and
security. Our key objective is to ensure the
smooth, safe and efficient running of Institute
operations, in order to support the CRUK CI’s
research efforts.
We ensure that the building is clean, well
maintained and secure for staff and visitors.
Property Services provide and administer
many services including but not limited
to the following: electrical maintenance,
cleaning, car parking, environmental and
climate control systems, post room, recycling,
catering, mechanical engineering , physical
and electronic security, access control,
patrolling and monitoring of various alarms
and equipment, deliveries and reception,
decorating and repairs, furniture, energy
management and carbon reduction, waste
removal and disposal, reprographics and
photocopying, catering and hospitality,
project management, stationery.
The CRUK CI hosts a large number of
seminars and events for staff and external
visitors. Property Services manages the
organisation and hospitality requirements for
these events.
The team liaises with other organisations
on the Cambridge Biomedical Campus and
beyond to ensure that the Institute is kept up
to date with developments within the sector,
it also contributes to the site’s travel, security,
construction development, environmental
and sustainability objectives.
In 2012 the Property Services team were
awarded the British Building Maintenance
Award for its efforts within the industry sector.
In 2013 the team was highly commended in
the GoGreen campaign and became one of
the first organisations in the region to achieve

Health and Safety Administrator
Karen Rogers*
Building Services Facilities
Manager
Martin Frohock
Security Supervisor
David Maguire
Facilities Team Leader
Colin Weir
Assistant Facilities Coordinator
David Willsher
Facilities Operative
Anthony Millard
Property Services Administrator
Hannah Newell†
Porters
Helder Jose de Jesus Oliveira
Ligia Maria Rodrigues Ramos
Lead Building Technician
Darron Young
Maintenance
Luke King
Jack Miles
Charlie Mitton*
Wayne Shelbourne
Ian Walters*
Catering Manager
Peter Houghton
Head Chef
Tim Bygrave
Restaurant
Kat Barton-Howarth
Gergely Kiss
Paul Rowley
Parlagatan Sitorus
Mark Watson
Head of IT
Peter Maccallum
IT Staff
Beauty Bapiro
Simon Bell*
Richard Bemrose†
Nigel Berryman
Karen Fernandes†
Luis Huang
Shun Liang
Naomi Neil
Marc O’Brien
Dominic Oyeniran†
Charles Thomson
Sebastian Wasilewski*

joined in 2013

*

left in 2013

†

ISO50001 status. The team is also a member
of the BIFM, CIBSE and EI, amongst other
national associations.
IT and Scientific Computing
Researchers at the Institute depend on
information technology for nearly every
aspect of their work, from the collection
and analysis of experimental data to the
development of new theoretical techniques.
The IT and Scientific Computing team
provides technology and expertise to support
these needs.
The department has ten staff with a variety of
technical and programming skills to provide
a helpdesk, systems administration, database
support, application development, and
design and build services for new information
systems. They are drawn from a variety of
scientific computing and IT backgrounds with
experience in industry and academic research
organisations.
The Institute’s scientists (and their laboratory
devices) use a variety of Apple, Windows
and Linux desktops and laptops to support
their work, with Voice Over IP (VOIP) phone
systems and 1Gb network connectivity to labs
and offices. All users have access to backedup network file systems to store and share
their data.
Many of the researchers at the Institute have
roles which are primarily mathematical or
computational, or have to carry out large
scale analysis of their experimental data. The
technologies in use (sequencing, proteomics,
imaging, etc.) depend on large scale
computational data analysis, with tens of
terabytes of data being generated each week.
To support this the department provides a
blade-based computer cluster, parallel file
system storage for high throughput analysis,
mirrored disk storage for working data,
archive storage for long-term retention of
raw experimental data and final analysis
results, and servers for databases and web
applications.
During 2013 the team took on its new role
within Cambridge University, building working
relationships with the University of Cambridge
Computing Service and Medical School
IT team. Physical network links running at
10Gb have been built to the new Laboratory

of Molecular Biology building and the
University’s High Performance Computing
Service, allowing off-site replication of data
and access to additional computing capacity.
Infrastructure improvement included an
upgrade of the cluster to use Infiniband
Networking and installation of 10Gb links
between the server room and each floor of
the building. New developments included
databases for sample and laboratory results
tracking, information systems to support
core facilities. In June 2013 we took on
responsibility for audio visual services.
Our work on low-energy ARM processor
based computing – funded by the
European Commission’s Eurocloud
project – was presented at the International
Supercomputing Conference 2013 in
Leipzig; we secured funding from Silicon
Graphics International for a joint post with
the High Performance Computing Service
to look at life science HPC provision; and
we participated in the set-up of the Big Data
Strategic Initiative, which will coordinate the
University’s cross-disciplinary activities in
the technologies of data management and
analysis.
AthenaSWAN
The AthenaSWAN
initiative is committed
to advancing women’s careers in STEMM
(science, technology, engineering, medicine
and mathematics) academia. The initiative
aims to address the issues that women face
when developing academic careers and
improve retention of women in the higher
levels of science. The CRUK CI is part of the
University clinical school, which coordinates
AthenaSWAN activities across its members. In
2013 the clinical school won an AthenaSWAN
silver award for its efforts in promoting good
practice and for its action plan outlining
further improvements. A team of equality
champions within the CRUK CI and all clinical
school departments will work with the central
AthenaSWAN team to implement the action
plan for the award renewal in 2016. Key action
points include improving female applications
to senior positions; better in-role support
such as flexibile working, childcare provision,
mentoring and career breaks; and improved
organisational culture such as female role
models and committee representation.
http://athena-swan.medschl.cam.ac.uk/
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Academic Administration

The graduate student body in the Cambridge Institute
is composed of PhD students, MB/PhD students and
clinical research training fellows. The structure of the
graduate training programme is co‑determined by
Cancer Research UK, the Institute and the University of
Cambridge.
Head of Scientific
Administration

Ann Kaminski

The entire staff of the Institute is committed
to making it a great place for students to
study and there are many people whom
students can approach for different kinds of
help.
The Cambridge Experience
There are currently 53 graduate students
at the CRUK CI which corresponds to
approximately one third of our entire research
population. Our graduate students are fully
integrated into their research groups where
they make valuable contributions to the
success of their groups. Twelve students
commenced study in October 2013, of these,
one is an MB/PhD student, two are clinical
research training fellows and two are NIH
scholars on the NIH Oxbridge programme.
Our student body is highly international
and diverse in background. Out of the 12
new starters, six are from the UK, four from
the EU and two from the USA. This year,
we recruited students who had previously
studied computer science, computational
biology, molecular cell biology, chemistry,
biochemistry and medicine.
Students either apply to individual group
leaders in response to advertisements of
available studentships or contact group
leaders directly while making independent
applications for external funding. Group
leaders select students applying for CRUK
studentships for interview in December and
January and successful applicants are then
given support to apply for graduate entry to
the University of Cambridge. All students also
belong to a Cambridge college so they gain
the full collegiate experience while studying in
the Institute. Many colleges provide graduate
student accommodation and an active social
network as well as sporting facilities. Students
also have access to a personal tutor in college
who is available to provide pastoral care if
required.
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Support and Mentoring
Each student has a supervisor who is a
group leader and is also assigned a second
supervisor who acts as a mentor and
provides additional support. If a problem or
question arises that is not directly related
to their project, Ann Kaminski (the Head of
Scientific Administration) acts as the first
point of contact for any student with a
query or difficulty. All student matters in the
Institute are overseen by the Studentships
and Fellowships Committee, chaired by John
Griffiths. This committee has the well-being of
our students at heart, while ensuring that they
are fulfilling the requirements of the University
of Cambridge to obtain their degree.
The Graduate Programme
Soon after their arrival, all of our new
graduate students join the University graduate
intake to attend the compulsory introductory
safety and induction courses organised by
the University, followed by similar courses
specific to the Institute. Ann Kaminski hosts
a reception for all students, GRADSOC
committee members and group leaders to
provide an early opportunity for students to
meet some of the Institute personnel who will
help them over the years to come.
All graduate students are required to attend a
series of around 30 lectures in cancer biology.
This ensures that all our students, despite
their diverse backgrounds and knowledge
bases acquire a good grounding in cancer
biology. The lectures are given by specialists
in their fields and they provide the students
with a comprehensive overview of cancer
biology, ranging from basic cell biology
through to cancer diagnosis and treatment.
This excellent and unique resource is available
to all members of the University and is widely
attended. The students are also introduced to
the core facilities managers and their teams to
learn about the services available to them that

may be of great use during their study period.
The students also attend courses specific to
the demands of their projects, some of which
are organised within the Institute and others
by the wider University.
After two months of study, all first year
students give short talks to all members
of the Institute to explain the nature of
their projects. This allows them to engage
with a wider range of research staff, who
advise and encourage. In accordance with
University regulations, all graduate students
studying Biological Sciences in Cambridge
are not at first registered for PhD studies and
must qualify for registration by successfully
completing a first year report followed by a
viva. Two examiners assess each student, and
the report and comment on the student’s
suitability to continue for PhD study.
Our second, third and fourth year PhD
students give research talks as part of the
Institute Lunchtime Seminar series, attended
by all Institute staff. In addition, students
complete a written report towards the end
of their second year which summarises
their work to date and also forms the basis
for discussions regarding further work. Our
graduate students all follow the three year
graduate programme supported by the
University of Cambridge; a further year is
available if necessary to complete their thesis,
which must be submitted within four years.
Like their colleagues in London, our students
are encouraged to attend numerous courses
planned to hone their transferable skills. Many
such courses are organised by the University
and range from advice on how to make
scientific posters to the Cancer Research
UK-organised Graduate Students Public
Engagement with Science and Technology
(GRADPEST) course. The course on
developing entrepreneurial skills is particularly
popular.
The Graduate Society (GRADSOC)
The graduate students have formed a very
active society which organises many varied
activities, including monthly journal clubs
and a wide variety of social events including
movie nights, a cake club, punting and the
occasional wine-tasting. The society also
arrange meetings with visiting speakers and
have a Christmas dinner with an invited

speaker — this year’s speaker was The ViceChancellor of the University of Cambridge,
Professor Sir Leszek Borysiewicz. The
society has also introduced a highly effective
mentoring scheme in which all first year
students have two student mentors who are
located in different parts of the building. This
provides new students with recognisable
friendly faces in other labs and also helps
them to settle in much quicker.
Other Student Activities
Many of the students have attended
conferences and workshops both in the UK
and overseas, where they have presented
their research findings either as a poster or as
a talk.
What next?
Of the 15 students who submitted their
theses in 2013, two have accepted positions
in industry, six have become post-docs (in
the Babraham Institute, CRUK CI and Harvard
Medical School), three have returned to
clinical practice and one is teaching in tertiary
education in the USA.
Awards, Prizes and Achievements
Several of our students won prizes or were
invited to speak at meetings this year:
Ruiling Xu (Jodrell laboratory) was awarded
a full bursary and selected to give a
presentation at the BACR-PAMM conference,
on 23–26 January in Cardiff. Ruiling was
awarded ‘best presentation’.
Malwina Niemczyk (Murrell laboratory) won
the best Presentation Prize at the Methyl
Donors and Human Health Symposium,
organised by Rank Prize Fund, in February.
Muhammed Murtaza (Rosenfeld laboratory)
won joint first prize at the CRUK Students’
Meeting in London on 3 May.
Carles Escriu (Jodrell laboratory) was awarded
Best non-clinical paper for the Oncology
Section of the Royal Society of Medicine
(RSM) Sylvia Lawler Prize 2013.
Dominic Schmidt (Odom laboratory) was a
second runner-up in Science Magazine’s and
SciLifeLab’s prize for young scientists.
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Contact Details

Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute
University of Cambridge
Li Ka Shing Centre
Robinson Way
Cambridge CB2 0RE
Telephone: +44 1223 769500
www.cruk.cam.ac.uk
www.cam.ac.uk
An electronic copy of this report is available on our website.
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